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HoldiCandielight March To Jail
King's Kids
Participate
In Protest
An undetermined number of
persons including the children
of the late Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Rev. Ralph David
Abernathy led a candlelight
procession from the Federsl
Building in Memphis to the
County Jail, protesting the
arrest of the present SCLC lead-
er.
Coretta King, Dr. King's wife
was also in the line of march
as were memberS of the Viet-
nam moratorium.
Rev. Abernathy was jailed in
the Shelby County jail after he'
refused to pay a $I bond.
The SCLC leader has vowed to
remain in the jail through
Christmas as "my gift to the
children of the world."
Racial problems flared in
Memphis when blacks asked tot
more voice in the city's sc
system and also protested in
streets in the
ezeets.
"What could be more mean-
ingful for a clergyman at
Christmas," Abernathy said IL
a handwritten statement, "than
to cry out from jail for peace
on earth and good will toward!
men."
"I will remain in this jail
through Christmas, m a inta in-
fast here with my four
A SENGSTACIKE
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1969
A panel of black congressmen held hearings in
Chicago this week in an effort to determine what
actually happened on December 4 when police
raided the home of two Illinois Panther leaders.
Fred Hampton, chairman of the party and Mark
Clark, a downstate leader, were shot and killed.
The congressmen are (left-right) Prof. Herbert
Reid of Harvard Law School, Louis Stokes (D.
Ohio), Adam Clayton Powell (D. N.Y.), Charles
Diggs (D. Mich.), John Conyers (D. Mich.) and
William Clay (D. Mo.) (Sengstacke newspapers
photo)
Cries Of 'Cop Murder' Mount
In Wake Of Panther Slayings
CHICAGO — Charges t h a t
former Illinois NAACP youth
leader Fred Hampton turned
Black Panther was assassinat-
ed in his bed in the wee morn-
ing hours along with Peoria
panther youth leader M a rk
Clark as the 27th and 28th par-
ty leader victims killed by po-
lice in the past 11 months of
this year reverberated around
the nation and world last week
and initiated numerous investi-
gations of the slayings, some
official and one independent by
a "blue panel" commission.
The outcry and demand for
full impartial investigation led
not only to the U.S. Justice
Dept. and the FBI promising
protestors that they would in-
vestigate, but the nine black
member of the U.S. House ask-
ed the U.S. Violence Commis-
sion to hold its own official in-
vestigation of the killings.
Simultaneously, former Su-
preme Court Justice Arthur,
Goldberg, who as delegate to,
the United Nations for the U.S.
was a member of their panel
on Human Rights, and NAACP
national director Roy Wilkins
announced that a blue-ribbon
panel of top names would also
make an investigation. The in-
dependent new commission in.
eluding Wilkins and Goldberg,
also contains the names of Clif-
ford Alexander, former chair
man, Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission.
Julian Bond, Representativi
Georgia House of Represents
tives
HIT CITY
'Country Preacher'
on the ease
By REV. JESSE L. JACKSON
When hope is gone, despair sets in. Despair often
is the direct product of disappointment. One cannot
be disappointed in something such as a belief or a
group unless there was a previous expectation or
raised hope.
In the black community we hear voices of pain
and cries of desperation. To use an
analogy, the pain comes out of the
historical /sociological context in
which blacks are like coal in a fire.
We are energy, laborers, consumers,
soldiers, and excuses or scapegoats
for white America's moral failure.
But the firemen are white and the
stoves in which we burn or are con-
sumed are white owned. Thus white
philosophers of separation lock us
out. White educators lock us away
from vital information and leave us
functionally illiterate. Whites, the
firemen, developed slavery, separatist programs ano
philosophies, hangings, lynchings as their way of burn-
ing us. The ghetto/colony became the stove where we
burn. The white leadership that shoveled tut like coal
into the stove really determines black history or black
reaction in a greater measure than we.-~Our Afro.,
American history is more of a reaction to whites
than an action upon whites or for blacks.
Thus in a "conservative" political administration
and during a war such as Vietnam 70 per cent of the
Federal budget is directed toward killing programs
of war and only 12.2 per cent in spent on Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare's healing programs.
When the white firemen withhold money from
the top of the economy to stop inflation, it creates
deflation at the bottom of the economy in the stove
where the poor and the black live. The President is
advised to ask for a recession at the top, but that
creates a depression at the bottom in the stove.
Today, let us analyze our political investments
and understand how and why we got a bounced check.
Blacks traditionally with loyalty have delivered
massive votes to the Democratic Party. It is now time
for that party to repay black people for their yearn
of devotion.
•
seer-4.)
After Lincoln, we made a religion of the Re-
publican Party. Since Roosevelt, we switched to the:
Democratic Party for a religion. Just as there is a! 40
gap between Christians and Christ, there is one be-
tween Democrats and Democracy.
If we were to examine the areas of concern where
blacks have been denied the "oats," or money and
rewards, while delivering the votes, they could he
listed as follows:
I-) Political Representation; 2) Endorsement ,
black candidates; 3) Participation in the "spoils"
system; 4) Young Black Democrats; 5) Voter Regis-
tration and 6) Integration of the party's local head-
quarter&
Blacks should have political representation
Young, bright and talented blacks should not have to
wait until old black political leaders die before they
can step up. Blacks have been known to vote party
first and race second, while whites vote race first and
party second.
Consequently, black precinct captains have been
saddled with garnering a certain amount of votes for
a party candidate over and against the wishes of the
black community. And if they don't deliver the votes,
both precinct captains and black committeemen are
subject to losing their jobs.
Take for example a recent election in a ward
on Chicago's Southwest side where a black candidate,
recently ran for alderman. Whites in the ward voted:
against the black party candidate purely on the basis!
of race and the candidate lost. Black precinct captains'
who did not deliver the ward also were reported to
have lost their jobs or were threatened with losing
em
Yet, whites constantly demand "party discipline"
for blacks, while themselves ignoring such so-called
discipline. White Democrats are allowed to keep their
jobs even when losing wards or precincts for party
candidates. One case in particular is that of John
Marcin, Chicago's c'ty clerk, who failed to deliver
sufficient votes for Mayor Richard J. Daley when he
ran against Benjamin Adamowski several years ago.
Marcin is still employed as City Clerk. Discipline?
REV. ABERNATHY
MW. CORETTA RING
fellow clergymen."
Staff members of SCLC said
the civil rights leader was pre-
pared to post the $I bond and
leave, but had changed his
mind when they visited him Sat'
urday.
The other four jailed with him,
are the Revs. Ezekiel Bell,
James M. Lawson, Milton Guth-
rie. and Malcolm Blackburn.
On Tuesday, Abeniathy's aid,
the Rev. A. R. Sampsoi, and'
Jesse Epps. president of the
American Federation of State.
County and Municipal Em-
ployees, read a telegram from
Sen. George McGovern to Aber-
nathy to newsmen on the Court
house steps. The text of Sen.
McGovern's telegram is as fol-
lows:
'My thoughLs and prayers
are with you and fellow min-
isters duirng this difficult time
It's more important to the cause
of freedom and human dignity
BOBBY RUSH
ney General.
William T. Cole m a n, Jr.,
partner, Dilworth, P a x so n,
Kohn & Levy.
Representative John Conyers,
Jr., Democrat of Michigan.
John Douglas, co-chairman
Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law.
George Lindsay, co-chairman
Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under law.
Melvyn Dy m a 11 y, Nation-
al Conference of Black Elected
Officials.
Marian Wright E d el m a n,
director, Washington ResearchF
Project.
Jean Fairfax, president,,
Black Women's Community De.'
that you continue your witness. Sam Brown, coordinator Viet. velopment Foundation.
I want to be helpful in every nam Moratorit Jack G r e en be r g, direc-IM Committee.
possible way. These are troubled W Haywood Burns. executive tor counsel, NAACP Legal De-
and disturbing times for our direc,or. National Conference fense and Educational Fund,
FRED HAMPTON
Jesse Jackson director, Op-
eration Breadbasket.
Rabbi Arthur J. Lelyveld,
president, American Jewish
Congress.
John Del. Pemberton, execu-
tive director, American Civil
Liberties Union
Louis Pollack, dean, Yak
University Law School.
Joseph Porter. Western re-
gional director, nick Ameri-
can Law Students' Association.
A. Phillip Rand olp h, vice
president, AFL-CIO.
Cynthia Wedel, president, Na
tional Council of Churches.
George Wiley, executive di-
rector, National Welfare Rights
Organization.
Whitney Young Jr., executivi
directcr. Urban League -
Meanwhile Chicago Coronet
Andrew .1. Toman orgered po
there is almost no evidence of
resistance to police who were
serving a warrant at a A.M.
but plenty of evidence that the
youthful Panther leaders may
have been ambushed in their
beds from the en or m o us
amounts of slugs and gun mark
located almost solely in the two
spots in which they were slain.
The coroner said he was pre-
serving the scene as it now is
for the several investigating
groups, which also include the
ordinary criminal probes by
Cook County, and state
authorities.
Chicago police groups a n d
many cities across decried the
fact that the public was shocked l
at the slaying of 28 panther
lears and hundreds of members
arrested in exile, but that little
fervor had been expressed that
three policemen had been slain
in the numerous police-Panther
shoot-outs in many cities across
the nation and 25 policemei,
wounded. Two of the slain po-
licemen were members of the
Chicago police force, which had
15 additional policemen woundeo
".11 since July 15. which could
or might not possible serve as
a motive for the latest Panthei
slayings.
The other policeman, John
Frey, was killed in Oakland,
Calif., on Oct. 28, ifi87 in a case
in which the Panther co-found-
er and leader, Huey Newton is
now serving a 2-15 year prison
term. At the trial, the Panther
defense claimed the Panther
leaders were being trailed by
police and that Frey was kil-
ed with his own gun after po-
lice started shooting to kill
them. Panther leader Bobby
Hut on had been killed 'fly pn-
Citizens
Rap New
Fees Here
Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw, head
of COST (Citizens Opposed to
Starvation Taxes), filed a fed-
eral suit Tuesday in the U.S.
District Court-Western Ten-
nessee division, which will halt
the collection ,of sanitation fees
by the city.
Defendants named in the
suit are: Mayor Henry Loeb,
Councilmen Robert James, Ger-
red Blanchard, Wyeth Chan-
dler, Lewis Donelson, Billy Hy-
man, W. T. AcAdams, Thomas
Todd, Downing Pryor, and
Councilwoman Gwen Awsunb.
Also named in the suit are
the commissioners of the Mem-
phis Light, Gas and Water Co.
Tbil, are Calvin R. Henze, Rob-
ert I. Bowers, Marion S. Boyd,
H. T. Winkelman, Herman T.
Gilliam (a black commissioner)
and Charles A. Blackburn, di-
rector of Public Works.
The suit didn't name the three
black councilmen, Fred Davis,
James Netters. and J. 0. Pat-
terson. because as Mrs. Cren-
shaw put it, "they voted against
ordinance No. 187." Former
mayor William B. Ingram is the
attorney handling the case, in
which the plaintiff, Mrs. Cren-
shaw. hopes to eliminate the
sanitation and sewer fees, re-
ceive payment for personal
damage done to her by the city
since June 13, and make the
city recover and pay back all
fees or taxes collected.
Attorney Ingram says th a t
ordinance No. 187 discriminates
by setting up a class of two
citizens. First is the citizen who
must pay the city for collect-
ing garbage and, if the garbage
isn't collected on time, no ac-
tion can be taken against sani-
tation department. Also, the
citizen who finds the sanitation
fee too high and negotiates and
employs private collectors. If
these collectors don't collect the
garbage, they can be fired.
69th Anniversary
is Celebrated
ew e e
The New Bethel B a pt i st
Church at 907 S. Parkway East
observed its 69th anniversary
last Sunday, and the guest
speaker for the special pro-
gram at 5 p.m. was the Rev
W. Herbert Brewster. Members
of his congregation were spe-
cial guests.
Mrs. Candalus Chambers
was chairman of the celebra-
tion. The Rev. Dave Bond is the
minister
Mrs. F. Bynum is church
reporter.
near future
Society Gives
Xmas Baskets
The Missionary Society of
Coleman Chapel CME Church
delivered Christmas baskets
to shut-ins in the community
last Sunday, Dec. 21, and mem-
bers are planning to visit all
of the sick in the area in the
Another example of "party discipline" was shown • lice to seal the aparment houst Mrs. Priscilla Burke is presi-country and they call for a new of Black Lawyers. lice in a shoot-out a short timewhen U. S. Cong. Roman Pucinski, (D-11th), led leasure of courage and devotion Kenneth Clark. president. Mayor Richard C Hatcher of slaying site through w hi c h before that incident, den of the Society. and M r s.
masses of whites in anti
-busing demonstrations at-!‘"n "10- Part 6f "s• I (4) want MetrnP nlitan Applied Research Gary, Ind. many hundreds of persons hav( In Sacramento. Calif., Pa 0H 011ie Burnett Nice president.
C
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6
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I The Rev. W. Lows is the
ee e.
Phillip Hoffman, president,you to know that ry4teiadersiCenter
lship is deeply app Ramsey Clerk, former Atter-i Aott -teen Jewish Committee.
1 itreked since the slaying at thePanthers invitation to note that! See Page 2 minister.
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Be a Smart
Looking Man This
CHRISTMAS
And at Baxters, you
not only get the
latest SIy t vote
choose from liva latest
fabrics, the latest sehoet,
you take advantage of
OUT famous Factory TO
You Prices. These suits
are cot team the Wine
fabrics that suits coating
much more are cut
front. Take advantage of
dem groat Xmas suit buys.
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SPURTMAT COAT RAMS SLACKS TO
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$2995,.$31" sr sr $1095
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IMorose
tear
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petals and pe .;ris • net, with
crown of pearls. She carried a
bouquet of mums
Miss Dianae P. Marshall, sk-
ter of the bride, was the maid
of honor.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Attrillia Ann Hall, Miss Sandra
Kay Mackey, Miss Linda GM
cos. Tenn Brown, Miss Carolyn Andersen
The bride wore an A-Visto and Miss Elisio& a Horse
,sowo of white utia, silk nylon They wore canary hooded
crepe dresses and earned bou-
quets of gladioluses.
Gayle Harley was beat
man Groomsmen included Ed-
die L. Turner, Square Marshall,
Jr., brother of the bride; Fred
Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Driv,-Ingd
ism --COUPGIE woe drilla TOMS 
CLEANING
•mq 
• =1-1- couromow
• ,a01\ ON THE CASE..
Continued from rags
FAVORITE/HOLIDAY — Youngster In Los Angeles Cowl-
Sy Bead Start pinta= shows Waist conceatration while
painting a picture of his faiorite holiday. Ten pictures —
to be adapted and recreated la flowers oil the Eastauut Ko-
dak Boat catered in the We Pasadena Taarnatimst el
Roses Puede — were selecliod from several thousseid en-
tries by Seed Start children. Theme of the 'Walt float is
-Holidays are for Chitlins." •
Wayne Brimmer Claims
Bride At New Salem•
the Chicago Board of Education. These protests pro-
pelled his re-election. But neither was he disciplined
by the party nor was his political image at all 
threat-
ened because of his actions. The Democratic Part),
should be consistent.
Open primaries should be held so that black
candidates can be allowed to fun without having to
;wait for party endorsement. Then, precinct captains
kill not find themselves in a bind of having to support
party candidates who often do not sit well with the
black community.
Ethnic representation on both local and state
levels should be increased. There is no reason why
Harold Washington, an astute black lawyer and legise
lator, shoud not be House Minority Leader in the
Illinois State House of Representatives now that John
Touhy is running for another office. There is no
reason why the Democratic Party can't slate and en-
dorse an independent candidate who has chawft of
winning in black areas, such as Chicago's Gus Sav-
age, a newspaper publisher and editor who is running
for Congress in the 3d District which is approximately
• 60 per cent black. Since blacks have paid their dues,
In a candlelight ccremon \ on with lace flowers embroidered they ought to be slated. And white precinct captains
Saturday , Nov. 29, Miss 1,Incla in seed pearls.
Ka y M arshall became the Her headpiece wee of iaee should be obligated to shape up or
 ship out,
bride of Wayne Douglass Brim-
mer at the New Salem Bapti,t
Church with the Rev. W G
Williams officiatiag.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Square Marshall
of 1110 S. Lauderdale st. and
Use groom is the son of Mrs.
Lula F Bummer of Header-
•11.4:fp
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are owned 100%
by William "Bill" Loeb
.edSecrets. R011.0 Id Tribble and a white young Democrat who didn't even live
Henry Wilson.
The Virgins were Felicia J.411 that ward.
Castel, Sherrie Maria Danieis,1 This type of shoddy and condescending treat-
btia C. Davis, Sherrie L. Hicks' ment of young black Democrats is another challengeTeal Y. bee and Cheryl Ne-
loses. to the Democratic Party. Instead of allowing these
enterprising black men to reap the benefits of the
"spoils" systems, the party chooses to relegate themL. Cetera and Use ringhearer
was Gerone Ralitff.
Hostessea were miss Kathy to mediocre and token jobs as their reward for faith-
,. Doaelsoe, Miss Lisa Ass ful and efficient service.
Prison. Miss Janet Hsiang. and
Miss Cheryl A Maddox Mrs. 
I could name the many young whites who have
sake maws) sister of die achieved high positions and hold promise of rising
Ilweje, was honorary easteas.ifurther up the political ladder as a result of their
'km Rose Marie lagyani Wes work with the party. Blacks, however, can usually
soloist for the ceremisaY expect to get the lowest paid jobs and all but leave
the party disillusioned. A black young Democratic
president, Bill Harris, had a $6,500 a year building
inspector job while some of his white officers now
To Give Patty ikave $18 to $25,000 a year appointed jobs as depart-
The flower girl was Patricia
Friendly Club
Stevenson as a maverick or Seymour Simon can
be tolerated. Their independence is rationalized as
political backbone and guts, a pre-requisite for strong
leadership. Gus Savage's independence is seen as ar-
rogance and selfishness. Does his assertiveness and
intelligence threaten the white male ego?
I remember when I was a_very young and fervent
Democrat in Greensboro, North Carolina, and re-
mained so for a short time even after I came to Chi-
cago. In the South, I could grow politically and could
have represented the black community. But here in
Chicago, I couldn't even get to be a delegate to tile
Cook County Young Demorcatic Convention represent-
ing the 5th Ward. Instead, the party leadership select-
me Business Mee aad ment beads.
sae' Friendly Club will bold its --
emu' Christmas party in the
dialog room of Universal life
baserance Company on Moo.
day night. Dec. 29.
Plans for the alfr were
completed when the club in e t
recently in the home of Mrs.'
D. W. Bailey on Britton at.
The club's annual Tea and
Fashio.nette was preseated at
the Mary Wayne Center on
Sunday, Nov. 30, when many'
beautiful fashions were shown
by teenagers_
Mrs. Alma Williams 00 Clay-
ton St. was hostess for the Octo-
ber meeting.
I Mrs. Spencer Brooks is presi-
ident of the club, and Mrs. D.W. 
Bailey reporter.
 Panthers
WIG WAM W GS
94 So MAIN
Phone 525-1433
BIG CHIEF GET SIGN-Move
Wig Warn up Stirs.
Move Um WIGS DOWN.
Now Shop up stairs for
basement bargains.
SAVE $ $ Wigs All 100% human
hair from 12.00 up. Falls $1500 up
Wiglets $3.00 up
Bank Americard — Master Charge
Lay-a-Way Charge Accts.
Memphis' oldest wig shop. ,
CALL NOW Wig Warn Wigs 94 Se. Rein 5251433
Cesieuel From Page 1
ther leader Bobby Seale, wh
was bound, gagged and mana-
cled for protesting failure to de-
lay his trial is Chicago until his
attorney got well, had a hear- '
iog en an extradition charge at /
which he was not even allowed
to appear
Seale is accused of conspiring
to kill a police infiltrating in-
torment who worked in New \
York City allegedly uncovered
the conspiracy to dynamite de-
partment store and commuter
train facilities. His body was
foiled mutilated in a sb3llow
creek in Hartford, Conn.
Seale's attorneys claim that
New York police, who attacked
Panthers at a New York court-
house hearing, also -framed
the department stores a n d
trains conspiracy and killed
the alleged police informant
themselves and put his body in
the creek.
From Algieria, Africa, first,
came word that fugitive Pas-!
ther leader Eldridge Cleaver'
was dickering with U.S. auth-
orities to return to this country
and that if they were not grant-
ed he would sneak back kin
the eosintry under an assumed
idostity to aid imprisoned Pan-
thers in the same devious man-
ner in which he fled.
Lifter is the week that was
changed to word that Cleaver,
Ihis wile and baby and three
'other Panthers who allegedly
hijacked planes to Cuba to flea
the country intend to stay
where they are.
Also in New York City, whole
a hearing for one of the Pan-
thers. Fred Richardson, now eat
on $25.000 ball came up in
court, last week, It was learn-
ed that he had also fled.
His hall-skip may affect the
Legal Defense Funds plea cur-
rently before the Sapreme Court
that $100,000 bails on other Pan-
thers are excessive.
AT RECEPTION — Mrs. Sae Mover, 12111 re-
fired ressmily from South Clairol Bell Telephone Cessposy
with hi yeses of service, aeol here she is sees nassiving
her retirement emblem from J. M. Kitchen, Division plant
supervisor, at a receptioa given in her honor.
Message In The Lights
To Mean: Drive Safely
Mule multi-color Christmas
lights shine as traditional re-
minders of the holidays, these
will not be the only lights turn-
ed on in observance of the
, yuletide season.
South Central Bell employees
in Tennessee will again remind
motorists to practice highway
safety by turning on their
automobile headlights while
driving during the Christmas
and New Year holidays.
V F. New. Vice President
and General Manager of South
Central Bell in Tennessee ,
made the announcement in
Nashville today.
"This marks the eighth con-
secutive year that our em-
ployee* have participated is the
'Light the Way for Kightlay
Safety' campaign," New said.
!"Again, the telephotos company
is urging its 10.300 employees
in Tennessee to observe all
traffic rules and to take special
precautions when driving dur-
ing the holidays".
Thirty persons were killed oa
Tennessee highways during the
Christmas and New Year
season last year. In an attempt
to reduce highway traffic
fatalities this year, telephone
employees have hem asked to
observe all of the °ammo*
seam rules of the road. They
have been reminded that speed
limits are posted for ideal driv-
ing conditions and that Mater
driving can present special
Umiak.
SOMI NEW
MARRIAGE & DIVORCE LAWS
IN THE 50 STATES
A quick reference Booklet NOW AVAILABLE to you.
with RECENT CHANGES and PRESENT LAWS OF
ALL of all the states, which a layman and attorney
must know. Price $5.00 Post Paid.
THE COURT PRESS 2011 Union Ave.
P.O. Box 2004, Memphis, Tenn. 38112
WINS-ELSISATE-4111111KAMOMIL
Full Week's Prices
Dec. 16 Ore Dec.311969
I STORE HOURS:&30 ti.m. to 9 p.m. first 4 (P.,800 a us. to 9 p.m. fr. 'and Sul
The Juicieet...Tenderest ...Sweetest Ham
to over Grace a Holiday Table
11
t
vac
KING COTTON'S WARM'S PRIDE
RUDY FARM or SOUTHERN BELLE
It your, planoing a party
of big scale you can't beat
this delectable ham. Beau-
tiful to look at and even bet-
ter to the taste. Dollar for
dollar you can't find a better
idea for your holiday enter-
taining. U your party. is
small buy the half and have
a slice taken off for use at
a later date
•
SMOKED
HAM
FULL SHANK
HALF or WHOLE
16-11 lbs.
EEFBA" HAMBURGER 3 lbs. ofMORE
BAKED HAMS 14 lbs.UP
ISEMEOLFPOT PICH1CSLB. t 49c
S.6ov
Insp. HOG HEAD TtioelIL f LB 17C
uls:" HOG JOWL';:llifoloer LB 27c
LB. 59
LB. 89c
Fresh Whole
FRYERA
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Some customers drive long
disiances each week to get
their groceries from Jones'
Big Star Supermarket at 893
East McLemore.
Black Pride Brings Customers, But Good Service Keeps Them Gunman Kills 2, Flees
On Cleveland Streetago when another gro c e r yt Located in what is consider-ghetto, h e estimateschain abandoned the Memphis' ed themarket, that at least 90 per cent of his
"Black prick_ may draw pa-
trons," Mr. Jones said, "but
"Its a matter of black pride," one has to actively compete
says the owner, Rufus Jones, with other supermarkets if he29, who opened the store at is to keep his customers corn-that location some 18 mont.t.: 'lug back week after
in Along with Quality Stamps1 and perhaps inspire Rufus, Jr.,
at and polite clerks, he offers the lave, to eventually set his sightsi n 
same specials each week that on supermarkets as a career,
appear in the chain's Thursday
While a senior at MSU, he full page advertisement, along
was interviewed by recruiters with so me specials that hefrom n ationally known firms offers just at his store.
who wanted black faces in their
week.
I serve the public," he said. offices, but he decided to come
' The merchandise has to be back to Memphis and get start-
ed for himself.
' attractively d i splayed, and
checkers m ust be speedy as Rufus Jones opened. His
well as accurate, he added. supermarket in J u ne 1968
Rufus Jones, Sr., is the son
of S. L. Jones, who operates
the S. L. Jones Grocery Store
at 3637 Sewanee at the intersec-
tion of Field rd.
Before he was tall enough to
see over the counter without
standing on a box, the youv2.:1*
Jones d ecided to follow the
family trade and operate a
grocery store as his life work.
He was graduate d from
Booker T. Washington High
School here with the class Of on Sewanee.
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of the outstondingautomobile salesmen
tn the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstand-
ing selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
He can be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No.
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
UN 0
2200 LAMAR
"),2.4  3611
customers are Negroes.
Having good merchandise to
offer is an asset to his busi-
ness, "but the key to having a
successful operation is having
personnel who are willing to
195% and earned a degree
business a d ministration
Michigan State University
1961.
which just h appened to be
almost 30 years to the day that
his father began operating his
store in the rural community
in South Shelby County during
the depression years. At the
McLemore s tore he employs
about 22 persons.
His father comes in at times
to give him a hand, but the Big
Star on McLemore is his re-
sponsibility, while his father is
in charee oi the grocery store
Educator Speaks
On Todays Youth
hardworking president of St. black graduates in
Augustine's College, Raleigh, tion, graduated from
N.C.. addressed an over flow nantly black colleges.
audience of church members
and St. Augustine's College
Reform Alumni, in the Church
of The Epiphyany in Orange.
N. 1. Father John H. Edwards
is the rector.
The s o u them n educator's
trip was sponsored by the
North Jersey St. Augustine's
Reform Alumni. and his talk
came .1t the conclusion of
"An Evening of Song", which
was rendered by the Epiphany
Choir.
Dr. Robinson pointed out,
among other things, that 35
per cent of all black Episcopal
clergy in the United States
graduated or attended St.
Augustine's, thus he went on to
"make it crystal clear",
Dr Prezell R. Robinson,
up to 1960, three-fourth of all
QUALITY
QUALITY STAPvi,?
COMPAN‘?
STAMPS
QUALITY
STAMPS
-Mid-Americas Favorite Gift Stamp"
1 BIG REASON
;BIG STAR
There's More
For You
At BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among
Friends
STAR
the na-
predomi-
CLASSIFIED AD
SECTION
RIVERSIDE iitm
Located at 2079 Farrington, the Mal-
lory and Riverside section in a pretty
part of Memphis. you will find this
moot attractive 6 room bungalow which
has been painted inside and out. The
heating system, hot water tank, kitch-
en cabinets, and bathroom fixtures are
new. If you are looking for a nice home
call 525-7714.
HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS & ACCOUNTANTS
Experienced In individual income tax
returns.
Write or Call
14 & R BLOCK CO.
148 Angelus 112-7404
CLEVELAND — An unident-He is married to the former .
Miss LaVerne Kneelan, one of fled man shot and killed a
the first black students to in- mother of two, and a father of
tergrate Memphis State Univer- four recently, while they were
sity in the late Fifties. enroute home from work, here.With 40 per cent of the city's gether before going their seper-
population b lack, he said he They are the parents of two Police said the gunman air ate ways.
sees a g r ea t potential for girls, . Gladys, six; and Ida, parently panicked while rob-
bing Mrs Mary Grayson, 36, Mrs. Grayson was shot
of 589 E. 101st Street, shot her,lbehmd, but the
then turned his rifle on Johniparently entered
Murphy, 54, of 632 E. 99th St.IMurphy.
blacks in the grocery business
here in Memphis. He plans to
open at least two more super-
markets here as time
four; as well as little Rufus,
Jr. Another child may arrive
before Christmas Day or New
goes by, Year's Eve
The couple are believed to
have left a bus at E. 105th
Street, and Dupont Ave. N. Z.,
and walked a short distance to-
from
bullets ap-
the front of
KING
COTTON
Country Style
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
HITS THE SPOT!
LOOK FOR THE RED CHECKERED
KING COTTON PACKAGE OF GOODNESS
Your choice of
HOT or MILD
MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED KITCHENS OF
THE NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
Remember: King Cotton Hot Dogs. Always Delicious!
Vigit WM swami' ming MIN itiewieSet Iiinwsiongitimmiesaciatine varmint ism est swim so mg sa
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a
I
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SAVE 400 II
Ladies Gift Boxed 1I if
NYLON HOSE 
-
I
I
PA3IR 1 01 
IUII
I 
II
II
I I
Three pairs of finest quality seamless hose
Fashionable winter shades
Our fegulai 1.47 per box aII
I I
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST .... charge it
• SAVE 1.13
Ladies Seamless Mesh
NYLON HOSE
3
roils couooh.
PR.
Extra savings with these coupon specials
make playing Santa easy!!
II
SAVE S2
II
Our Lovely 
"Sparkle"FIBERGLASS DRAPES
97 ; •
.A/1 T.-• THIS COUPON 3
GOOD THRU SATURDAv
OEC 27 ONLY
Er al in immt im NE in um as
JAIL
9:0000 • i
.44
I tel MI MI IN
I
I Fabulous Low Price New
- 
1970 CALENDAR TOWEL
77cAttractive designs to accent your Kitcnen IUse as dishtowel atter the year is over
Your choice, 48" • 6 Of 48- • /W.
Beautiful solid colors to decorate you/ • I
Pomo 
I •Completely washable tor easy care 
Compare at 5.97 I
1
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Newest Fashion Look
WOODEN HANDBAGS
797
I to 13.97
Beautifully made in attractive aesigns
Fashionable new "look of wood"
WITH THIS COUPON
,u4 4P
tIts;•-10.0-' dr
STORE HOURS 10 00 AAA tit 10:00 P.M. THRU CHRISTMAS CLOSED SuNDAYS
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Fine quality seamless nylon mesh nose
Sites 81/2 11 in chic fashion shades
Compare at 67 cents a pall
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DEC. 27 ONLY
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SHOP
Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
Super Right Choice
ROUND STEAK
Eig
'fotter
Sliced Bacon Lb _ 19
All Center Slices, Fresh weter
Cat Ash Steaks ,b19C
!'a Pork Loin Sliced Into
Pork Chops LL690
All Beef Fresh 3 LB. Pkg. or MORE
Hamburger Lb 590
Florida .Full of Juice
ORANGES
5 L 30tA
Red or Golden Delicious
Apples 12/54
St: I
Crackers 4 $1.00
Jone Parker
WHITE BREAD
a 20 or B OCLoaves
Sweet PeasN
COPS $1.00
423 N. Cleveland
5990 Hen/. 51 Sc
1500 S. Lauderdale
3700 Parkins ed. South
4770 Poplar Avo•
4750 Summer Ave
213 Fraysor Blvd.
7933 Lenoir Ave
3561 Park Ave
2444 Poplar Ave
3473 Summer Ave.
Debra Henry Crowned II
'Miss Hamilton High'
The seieCtiOd of Miss Debra which she is held by the stu-
Henry as -Miss Hamilton of
1966-70" by popular vote of the
Hamilton High School student
body climaxed one of the most
exciting contests ever held on
the campus of the school.
Eight candidates entered the
race. Miss Vivian Myers was
first alternate and Miss Glen-
da Ford second alternate.
Miss Henry, a tall attrac-
tive and personable young lady,
was regal as she ascended the
throne to a standing ovation
during the coronation ceremon-
ies. The large number of gifts
presented to her was a reflec-
tion of the warm esteem in
Save a htinffic!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
MANALIA'S
COUPONS
MAHALIA JACKSONMMMMM .••••••••••
CHICKEN SPECIAL
30` Off on sl's
Dinner i
• 011 40 Porlmay L • 3402 So. 1144. I
1••••• • 2,3 L 0141.44mre • 543 $40 3.4
• 242 .445•• &v$..t 4.1.
Good Fn., Dec./6, Sat., Dec 27,
Sun., Dec. 28. Vil T N COUPON
Ir ,....r.-cr 2 TO CUSTOMER iEn Me Me imi NS ad smi Nosi MANALIA JACKSON •
; SHRIMP SPECIAL :
• •i 30. off on si.5 i
.II - Dinner .1
• 
,..
• . 963 hiclem•r• i
I al Venc• Avg. at 4th600d Fri., Dec.26. Sat., Dec. 27./
111$un., Dec. 28. vvi Tiel COUPON-1
L t_H WI' 2 TO CUSTOMER 4L NO IMmi MP IIINI OM Mil MO
MAHALIA JACKSON
DONUT SHOP
1 Doz.
I Regular Price II
2nd Doz.
1'2 Price
263 II. Mcl•tyt•t•
348 Veims• Ave. es es& 111
'
Good Fri., Dec.26, Sat.,Dec. 77.1
Sun.. Dec. 28, wi T1-4COUPON—
le L1M ,7 2 TO CUSTOMERmeson wei so En Nen ow muMAHALIA'S CLEANER
$r Off
110104 II 00 Cla••.n, 1.orcit•ii•
AO Ali 1.1oher.• CIO•.••I
340 Vatic*
11541/9 eerier
1129 11•11revu•
2453 P•rk Ave.
1143 Mt. 7th
s_ 485 Mississippi Blvd. a
wood Fn., Dec.26, Sat., Dec. 27,0
Sun., Dec. 28. WITH COUPON.
▪ 11911111191Mr 011111141110 MEM
dents.
A senior, she is a member of
the senor choir, president of
the Pe :i Club, Girls' Athletit.
Association and a member of
the Junior Boosters Club.
She is a member of St. Steph-
en Baptist Church where she
sings in the youth choir. After
attending college, she plans to
work in a medical profession.
Miss Henry is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Henry
of 15= Merlin ave. Her father
is in the tailoring business, and
her mother, Mrs. Gertrude Hen-
ry, is a supervisor at E. H.
Crump Memorial Hospital.
Accompanied by her mother,
Miss Henry flew to Dallas on
recent weekend to see her
brother, Al Henry, play with
the Wisconsin Badgers Basket-
ball Team against Southern
Methodist University.
Her brother is a graduate of
Hamilton High School and is
presently a senior at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin.
Dr. Northoross
le Elected
HONORED IN ATLANTA — Atty. Mallard Jetties, left,
newly-elected vice mayor of Atlanta, and 1969 World Se-
ries Most Valuable Player Don Clendenon exchange con-
gratulations after Jackson was named "Young Man of the
Year" and Clendenon was cited as "Young Man of the
Year" in the Professions at the annual Omega chapter of
the V's Men', Cleb International 1969 Awards Banquet.
Clendenon, runner-up to Jackson's Award, was the featur-
ed speaker. Be is vice president of Script*, Inc, and own-
er of Donn Madam's Supper Club in Atlanta.
To State Post —
Dr. T. W. Northcross h a s Learn New Skit
been elected vice chairman of
the Tennessee Area Council of
Boys' Clubs of America. Dr.
Northcross. presently president
of the Goodwill Boys' Club of
Memphis at 903 Walker, has
been active in Boys' Club work
since the founding of the Good-
will Boys' Club in 1967.
The Tennessee Area Council
consists of the eighteen clubs
in Tennessee. The council helps
guide the activities of the eight-
een clubs and stimulates the
formation of new clubs in
needy neighborhoods. In ac-
cepting the position, Mr. North-
cross pledged his continued ef-
forts in developing guidance
services for boys.
The major goal of the Area
Council is to double the num-
ber of Memphis Boys' Clubs
within the next three year s.
This would mean an addition-
al three Clubs for our city.
Morgaii B. Reynolds of Nash-
ville is the chairman.
At Night School
Learn new skills or improve
your present skill in the Adult
Night Schools sponsored by the
Memphis City School System.
The Adult Education Center,
Northside, Southside, T e c h,
and Booker T. Washington High
Schools serve as the major cen-
ters; however, the satellite
schools, Overton, Treadwell,
Frayser, and Westwood High
Schools enable people to at-
tend Night School near their
residence.
Typing, Shorthand, Boakkeep- 1
ing, Data Processing, Electri-
city, Auto Mechanics. Welding:
Radio and Television and Up-
holstery are some of the mosti
popular courses taught in the
Adult Evening Program.
Registration for the winter,
quarter will begin January $.!
Students pay $5.00 per year
registration except for some
courses which require no fee.
For further information please
call the Adult Education Center
527-6521.
ED EXTRA MONE
We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy. handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance 
•
Ave. 5262864
527-3619
Give Her HAIR For Xmas
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Wash & Wear tapered Wig
only s19.95
See the all new 100%
Human Hair * Wig-Fall *
a wig by day and high nr
Fashion Fall by nite. only Mili.U3
Extra Special Clearance
your Choice of 100%
HUMAN HAIR
Wigs—Fall—Cascade
19.95
BASK AMER1CARD LAY-AWAY MASTER CHARGE
EXPERT STYLING 3.50
ed by grades below:
GRADE THREE. Charlotte
Hurts, Rosie Mae Crater.
Geraldine Franklin, Jeanette
Hicks, Edward Jefferson, Dar-
ns Cynthia Johnsca and Ed-
ward James Morgan.
GRADE SIX: Asks Bryant,
Themler Chemlers, Tonnie
Chemlers, Charlie E. Harris
and Mammie Morris.
GRADE SEVEN: Helen Alex-
ander, Charles Baines, James
Gross, Preston Gross, Erma
J. Morgan, Jeans Rudell, Le-
roy Washington and Dorothy
White.
GRADE EIGHT: Brenda
Bryant, Dorothy Brooks, Yvon-
ne Bowles, Levenia Daniels,
Barbara Davis, Norma Harris,
Phyllistine Hardirick, Josephine
Hobbs, Nathaniel Hobbs, Al-
fred Jones, Thressia" Jones,
Mary Kilpatrick, Laverne Par-
ison, Lorella Parrish and .B a r-
bara Wilkins.
GRADE NINE: Mae Willie
Alexander, Helen Askew, Loyce
Jean Burts, Francis S. Chri s-
tian, Betty Coleman, Lena Mae
Davis, Bobby Jean Elliot, An.
nie Ruth Ford, A/Be Meatier-
at, Peggy Asa blank Melee
Rayless, Patricia *Whew
Meek Lee Saadbige,
tine Smith and Cynthia Wal-
lace.
GRADE ELEVEN: BelitY J.
'Honor Students Listed
At Delta Center High
The honor roll ter the peeved
six-week period bus bees re-4
leased by the Delta Ce nt•r
Mat Scheel at Walla, Miss.,
and Mary Kilpatrbek received
special conineadatioa for at-
taining a straight-A average.
Other ismer students are Burls, James Rob*, James
Kelly and kedge Myles.
GRADE TWELVE: Dottie
thine Collies, Hever* Davis,
NV= Henderson. Devil*
&Ns, 1..ouefla Jones, Shirleas
3101114 &see Leaner Murphy.
Vehna Arad. Mary Smith, Her-
17 TRAM Warden Thompaos,
HerInStR WhIbe and Gwendolyn
Witham
Sueing Joins
Staff Of TSU
Charles A. Sueing, a teacher
of business courses at Mitchell
Road High School. has resign-
ed from his position to become
recruiting officer at Tioniseses
A. & I. State University, Nash-
ville, Tennessee.
His employment with
the university is to commence
on January 2, 1970.
As recruiting officer Mr.
Sueing's primary responsibility
will be to coordinate and
implement plans for state-wide
recruitment of students on an
academic basis.
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Stokely's Finest Crowder
. _
Peas .250
24 oz. Poly bag
Center cut
Pork Chops
lb. 1184
Southern-style Hash browns
?sterile
2 lbs 334
U.S.D.A. Heavy Choice
Beef least
Center cut chuck io. 65o
Skull,portion
Hog's Head
lb .15°
Fresh
Hamburger
I. lb. pkg.
59°
or more lb.
Woodbury
Soap
bath size 3/29C
Hogue & Knott Pure Pork
lineage
3 lbs. 1.29 o
: Kelly's
Chili
.... .
w/beans
lsoz. 250
Scott
Tissue
1,000 sheet roll 2/21*
Hunts
Peaches
halves 29 oz. 21..
.U. S. Grade
Red
A
Potatoes10 lbs. 49c
.....
Gusernment Inspected'Gracie
Cut up Filer S •
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK '
1578 LAMAR
A
lb. IV
3384 N.
..
Firm Seen
Cathie
THOMAS
Heads
4321
pl3
3362
.
,,,..
SUMMER
SO.
SUMMItit
5..i
lb.
THIRD
N.
,
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COLLEGE
QUEENS Vie For
LILLIAN CAMPBELL
• ."Miss North Carolina A.&T."
LILLIAN SMITH
. .."Miss Central State"
The lovely girls pictured on this page, are just
a few of the college Queens competing for the hon-
or of being named "Miss All-America Football
1969."
When the New Pittsburgh Courier and Royal
Crown Cola Co., began the search for a Queen to
officiate at the Sixth Annual "All-American Foot-
ball Banquet," the contest was greeted enthusiastic-
ally by the various colleges and universities across
the country. Some sent early entries while others
promised to enter their Queens before the contest
ends this Saturday, Dec. 27.
Who will the winner be? That is a question that
can only be answered after all of the candidates are
in. This is not a beauty contest nor is it based en-
tirely on popularity. The judges can only go by
reading the brief essay that each contestant is to
send in, and combine the written words with the
way she photographs.
In order to be selected as an officqal represen-
tative for her school, a girl has to rank above the
average. So who ever wins the contest is certain
to be quite a girl.
The big prize includes a trip to Pittsburgh to
reign over the football banquet, Jan. 9, 1970, and
the grand prize is a trip to Hawaii.
Miss All-America
FOOTBALL
„ ftlev
JEAN WRIGIII
.."Miss North Carolina Central"
C
2
9
6
9
CARROLL JEAN WOOTEN
..."Miss Soothers University"
Mimics alleCULLOUGH
...flit= Mbar* Oats"
LONNIE AL IMOKIFT
. . ."Affse PIII AANLI.
a
t.
a
a
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Bastion Of Police Power
Chicago continues to be the
focus of inordinate use of power by
those sworn to uphold law and
order. Before the people could re-
cover their senses from the shock-
ing police brutality that took place
during the National Democratic
Convention and the ensuing climate
of sickening medievalism in the so-
called conspiracy trial before a
judge who lacks both ingtegrity
and judicial impartiality, comes
a pre--dawn raid on the Black Pan-
ther apartment in which two leaders
of the organization were slain.
The circumstances of the kill-
ings do not at all square with the
recital of those who managed to
escape the bullets of the trigger-
happy State's Attorney's police-
men who conducted the raid. The
report of the pathologist who con-
ducted a private post-mortem
examination on the body of Fred
Hampton, the chairman of the
Illinois Black Panther party, sup-
ports the contention that the Black
Panther leader was slain while
asleep in bed. It similarly refutes
the police contention that Hampton
was killed in an exchange of gun
fire with detectives in a West side
apartment building.
A warrant was issued on the
basis of information that the apart-
ment was a clandestine cache for
weapons. But, why was the raid con-
ducted at 4 o'clock in the morning
instead of in daytime. Why didn't
the detectives fire tear gas shells
into the flat rather than bullets?
These a r e questions that
neither the State's Attorney nor his
raiding policemen have been able
to answer satisfactorily. The more
they explain, the less convincing
is their version of the incident.
It would be a grave mistake
to regard this as an isolated inci-
dent. It is an infernal pattern of
police behavior which is being
followed in America's big cities as
a nationwide clandestine attempt
to silence dissent and do away with
the dissenters even at the risk of
transmuting the nation to a garri-
son state.
Martin Luther King is dead. No
single black voice has risen since his
death to complete his unfinished
task and challenge those who are
bent on making a mockery of
American democracy. Today, we
have no effective independent, self-
less black leadership. All of our mili-
tant voics have been either jail-
ed, killed or frightened into silence.
But, somehow a new leadership
must come and it will come not from
the talented tenth, not from the
heads of foundation-subsidized
black organizations, but from the
ranks of the agonizing poor.
Racial Conflicts In Vietnam
After a week's inquiry into
racial unrest in the armed forces
in South Vietnam, L. Howard Ben-
nett, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Civil Rights, dis-
covered no evidence of exaggeration
of the reports of serious racial con-
flicts and clashes which have ap-
peared in the American press.
While indications that the ten-
sions are serious, reflecting the
black revolution and general civil
unrest at home, Mr. Bennett said
that he found both black and white
officers more sensitive to the prob-
lems and more willing and able to
discuss them articulately.
"In World War 2 and Korea
we had racial problems after the
war came to an end, after the con-
frontation with the enemy," he
said. "Here sometimes we're faced
with a problem at the height of
enemy hostilities."
In addition to serious clashes,
the black soldiers griped about not
being promoted consistent with
their performance — they train and
train and teach the whites who
later overtake them. They are un-
Is A Black Mafia
In his testimony before the
House Select Committee on Crime,
Ralph G. Salerno, retired New York
City detective supervisor and a
lea,ling expert on the Mafia, had
this to say.
"More recently, black militants
have indicated that if the econo-
mics of vice are to continue they
will seek the community control of
the activities. There is growing
evidence in the major cities of
America of the beginning of a
black Mafia."
This testimony tends to bol-
ster the belief among law enforce-
ment experts in Washington that
youthful Negro crime may be on
the road to assuming the dimension
and organization of a black Mafia.
able to communicate up the chain
of command without their com-
munications being adulterated.
Some white soldiers are told
not to associate with the blacks.
Black power salutes and Afro hair
cuts are not allowed. Bennett, who
is a former municipal court judge
in Minneapolis, and himself a Ne-
gro, has recommended to the Pen-
tagon that all serv. es follow the
Marine Corps in
overt expressio
the clenched-fis
and the Afro h
permitting such
s of black pride as
black-power salute
r style.
The color line disappears in
the heat of the battle with the
enemy, but it reoccurs as soon as
the engagement is over and the
men return to their quarters. This
presents a rather difficult prob-
lem which the army high command
has not solved, and is apparently
in no hurry to solve. The ultimate
result will be hatred and frustra-
tion which the black soldier will
bring back home with him to swell
the army of black discontents, the
stuff out of which riots are made.
In The Making?
Such a development is regarded
by them as a rebellion against the
white racketeers who exploit heart-
lessly Negro slums. Public con-
cern over crime in the streets has
obscured the fact that up to 50 per-
cent of street crimes are committed
by narcotics addicts supplied
through tightly organized mob
sources.
If this ominous assessment
were true, it would pose a new and
sorrowful dilemma to an already
overburdened black leadership. We
doubt the assumption is correct.
Black racketeers have neither the
resources nor the interlocking or-
ganization to sustain themselves as
independent under-world operators.
IP*
MY VIEW
Jesse A. Terry Of Roanoke, Ala.
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I saluate Jesse A. Terry who set out
in 1963 to implement an idea which he
had for many years. At that time Mr.
Terry was operating a successful up-
holstery business. But he wanted to
manufacture ladies' dresses and uni-
forms. While Terry was succeeding in
the upholstery business, he wanted
build a business which woujd enable him
to employ a large number of Negroes,
a business that
would be profit-
able. While em-
ployed by the Fed-
eral Government
at Wright-Patter-
son Air Base ex-
perimental station
during the 1940's
he learned to
supervise every
type of sewing
operation.
He started his manufacturng busi-
ness with five machines and five ladies
who were willing to learn. He began in
a small frame building which has grown
to a modern plant of 16,000 sq. ft. em-
ploying more than 60 highly skilled per-
sons. He took the unemployed, women
on welfare, and those who were employ-
ed as domestic earning ten and fifteen
dollars a week. He has been able to
train his workers and expand his busi-
ness by finally picking up support from
local banks and the Sma,11 Business Ad-
ministration.
Success has come to Mr. Jesse A.
Terry because of the family support he
has been able to get — his wife and
three sons. His wife, Mrs. Velma Terry
has been of invaluable aid as floor
supervisor from the first day of opera-
tion. His son Roy traveled as often as
he could the 80 miles from Atlanta to
Roanoke to assist in the business while
attending Morehouse and Atlanta Univ-
ersity. He is Vice President of the com-
pany. Rudolph Terry who was among
the eight students who have made Phi
Beta Kappa at Mourehouse is produc-
tion manager of the business. William
Terry, a student at Morehouse does con-
siderable purchasing for the company.
The Terry Manufacturing Company
produces some 6,000 wearing apparels
a week with a wholesale value of more
than a million dollars a year. The plant
produces numerous types of clothing
from blouses to bell-bottom slacks. The
concentration, however, is around ladies
dresses and uniforms. Mr. Terry is now
"Searching for persons who have skills
and talents in all phases of the apparel
industry, from sewing to selling, or per-
sons who are willing to learn." A fact
sheet states that "most of Terry Manu-
facturing Company's sales are contacts
with wholesalers rather than t h e re-
tail autlets, their garments reach the
ultimate consumer through most of the
major chain stores."
What about the future of this
Company? Plans are on foot to increase
the employment to 100 persons or more.
I am sure that as Mr. Terry's business
grows to the point where he can em-
ploy 100 rather than 60, he will be
dreaming of a plant where he can em-
ploy 200 people. To make progress is to
live. No progress means death whether
in a man or in a business.
It is not surprising that on October
29, 1969 Roanoke Area Chamber of
Commerce and the National Association
of Market Developers gave An Awards
Luncheon honoring J. A. Terry and the
Terry Manufacturing Company. Power
to J. A. Terry and power to the Terry
Manufacturing Company.
IgiliiRcgms EBOUCM
PLEA TO BLACK
Dear Editor:
Would you please publish
the following statement?
If the racist policemen
are successful in their ef-
forts to slaughter all Black
Panther members, they will
most certainly increase
similar genocidal practices
toward other segments of
the black society. The r e-
fore, The Call Is For Unity
Nowt For we either unite
or perish!
To be sure the killing of
Black Panther Party's
members including Fred
Hampton was premeditat-
ed the racist-police plan-
ned and lynched them —
northern style. The fact
that 50 or more of Hanra-
han's "Gestapoes" converg-
ed on one spot at 5 a.m. Is
not coincidental.
I think this lynching
along with other atrocities
perpetrated against Black
Panther members is as sig-
nificant as the murder of
Dr. King. For in both in-
stances the intention was to
squash the black man's fe-
verish cry for help, to
choke the voice of those
audacious persons who
have had the courage to
stand up and "tell it like
it is," and what's m or e,
the guts to fight back.
I say that the racist is in-
tent upon murdering black
people whether they are of
a Dr. King type or of a
Fred Hampton type — non-
militant or militant. If this
were not so, why is it a
fact that black people con-
oantly perish They perish-
ed on ships when they were
kidnapped from Africa
They perished in this coun:
try when they were in slav-
ery. And 100 years a f t•r
the Emancipation they con-
tinue to perish, from brok-
en-heartedriess. from m a 1-
netrition and from lynch-
Yes. the call for unity is
now! We now need more
black office holders w h o
will stand up for black peo-
ple. Like black aldermen.
Black congressmen. And
most importantly a black
mayor. Our number is close
to 50 per cent of the ma-
jority; therefore, with good
campaigning we could ac-
complish this end. In o u r
fight for citizenship, we
cannot expect aid from an
Indifferent President. Or an
indifferent governor. Or a
bigoted mayor We have to
do it ourselves. God knows
we can. And God knows we
must!
Respeethilly yours,
JAMES EDWARD ARE
TO BE EQUAL
The Subsidized
Society
By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, Jr.
Side by side on the front page of a major
daily were two stories. One told of the bankrupt-
cy of public housing authorities in a dozen cities;
the other announced a new Administration plan
to give several hundred million dollars to private
companies to build ships.
These stories symbolize weird priorities on
spending tax dollars. Public needs keep taking.a
back seat to private profit.
For all the speechmaking and talk about how
costly welfare and public subsidies to the poor
are, the blunt truth of the matter is that indus-
tries and the well-off get four times as much fed-
eral aid as do the poor.
Some of this aid is in outright dollar gifts,
some of it in the form of tax concessions. But
whatever name it goes by, it amounts to a federal
welfare program for the well-off.
Farmers, for example, get subsidies not to
grow some crops. The prime beneficiaries are
large farm corporations who own vast tracts of
land. Many of these get more than $1 million each
to keep their land cropless each year. The total
bill comes to about $4 billion a year.
Stock market speculators also are subsidized
in that they don't have to pay tax on the interest
they pay for borrowing money with which to play
the market.
Private companies have a range of subsidized
activity, from tax relief on investments in new
machinery to rent-free use of government-owned
factories.
The average American homeowner is also
subsidized. Secretary of Housing and Urban De-
velopment George Romney, recently talked about
the "housing subsidy" that lets people take tax
writeoffs for interest paid on home mortgages
and housing loans guaranteed by the government,
"The people who benefit usually are not
aware that they are being helped," he said. They
are also usually among the people who scream so
loudly about federal "handouts" to the poor while
getting handouts themselves.
Public tax policy and roadbuilding led to the
creation of the very subsidized suburbs that,
through overt discrimination and zoning laws,
exclude Negroes and other minorities. And this
policy of subsidizing the well-off and the middle
classes is partially behind the shortage of public
housing today.
In 1968, for example, the government spent
a mere $300 million on public housing, but the
revenue loss from letting private homeowners
write off property taxes and mortgage interest
from their federal tax bill came to close to $4 bil-
lion.
ONLY IN AMERICA
Let Government
Tax The Rich Man
By HARRY GOLDEN
HAIFA: There is much to admire in Israel; and the Is-
raelis by and large do not mind basking in the glow of ad-
miration. But the Israelis are no closer to solving the prob-
lem of strikes than Americans, Englishmen, or Frenchmen,
particularly those strikes which have a direct bearing on the
nation's economy.
This fall the postmen went out on strike
for a few days until they won their demands
for higher pay. Israeli citizens condemned the
strike arguing the soldiers wouldn't get m ail
from their girls, and the economists condemned
the strike because it gave impetus to the infla-
tionary spiral.
More crucially, the port management per-
sonnel at Haifa and the administrative a n d
warehouse workers at Ashdod, the two impor-
tant Israeli ports have staged 24-hour warning
ABCDEFGHI strikes. Next week, if management, which in
many cases is the government does not meet the demands ofthe workers, the warning strikes become 48
-hours long a n dthen become complete work stoppages.
The problem is acute because the citrus crops, Israelis'
most successful export, are ready for loading. Oranges andlemons and grapefruits, sold throughout Europe and Africa,grown by plantation owners and kibbutzim, bring 70 milliondollars into the Israeli economy every year, which is morethan the tourists spend.
Israel lived through an unusually intemperate October. In
Haifa and Ashdot the sun is postively African. The oranges
ripen in a day if left in the trucks and begin to rotthe day after. Citrus must be loaded immediately or stored inthe sheds or returned to the warehouses.
Management and government persuaded the strikers that
citrus is a "security" export and the workers agreed to un-load the trucks. But still it is a shaky arrangement. Ameri-
can steel workers always agree before a strike that it is toboth the union's and the management's interest to keep thefurnaces going. As soon as a worker misses a paycheck, thefires go out.
Informed authorities here in Israel feel much the same
will happen to the citrus. When the workers miss a paycheck,the fruit will rot. Some of the trucks made a return journey
still filled with their freight.
The strikers picked a propitious moment to make theirdemands. Labor is the most powerful bloc in the Israeli politi
cal system. In 12 days, the country will have a general elec-tion. Many politicians are tiptoeing &maid the issue, othershave forthrightly campaigned on meeting the workers' de-
mands. But the press and appointed officials have warn ed
that increased wages will inspire increased prices.
Neither postmen nor dock wallopers like a slap in t h eface and they inundated the letters-to
-the
-editor columns with
rationalizations.
One letter read:
". . Only the workers are expected to show disciplines(as if that were the only way to accumulate surplus capital).
If a Mr. Efraim thin throws the most luxurious wedding ever
to have been in Haifa with Important delicacies from Europe,
where is the concern for our security situation from this class
of people? Are the postmen supposed to be suckers and disci-
pline themselves while others wallow in this kind of luxury
and ostentation" If I were a striker I would argue that the
surplus capital for investment should come from Mr. Illin
and his friends'
Which proves the adage my father forever repeated: "We
Jews aro Ms everybody else only sore ow"
ga pattern of change c a 11 e d newspaper changes hands before 1970 is out. The Hunger and malnutrition are ser-
and Consent." Life (before w ious e were boln, change, if brought about, could rock the publishing problems in our land where the re-
Months ago, Rep. Edith Green (D. Ore.) who now, and also in the hereafter sources for food production are the best
whether we want or fully un- world . . . Look for Ofield Dukes & Associates to add 1 the world. Hunger is a medicala, socio-
racio-economic issue and recently we
if she intends to cross over to the conservative Re- have declared the problems of hunger(Christmas) Tree, the Thunder, path to his public relations door in the National Press
Lightning, Fire and Sun, Love 
Building.
emergency issue!
and Sex forms. The American Bulloling. The medical aspects should be
Indians, black Africans, and known by everyone. There are approxi-
even the Asians in primitive NOTES FROM THE TAPE: They had officially
days had basically the same matey 20 million poor people in Ameri-
gods. denied it earlier when the militants charged that they ca and millions of children, disabled,
But in a frigid climate, with- existed, but when the U.S. Justice Dept. decided to elderly and other adults existing upon
out modern heating or electric
refrigeration, these gods of repeal its rule authorizing the use of detention camps, an inadequate daily 
diet. Many of these
Nature could suddenly wreak the whole truth was out. Many said it wasn't true, in_ persons do not have the 
money to pur-
terrible bavocs to individuals hase adequate foods; many do not
and whole communities. There- eluding a national magazine which sent a reporter have the knowledge of nutrition to 1
fore, they were worshipped in scouring around the countryside looking under bushes
awe, silence and fear, in religi- elect purchase and prepare adequate )
gents. The key to the defeat or passage of the cripl- ous services particularly in and in "secret" files. The camp idea smacks of the in- diets for themselves and their families.
ing amendment was in the timing for the bill to be Europe. famous detention camps used by the government The essentials of an adeuate daily
called up. House Speaker John MacCormiek, who is 77 In Africa and the w a r m e r 1 Iagainst the Japanese following Pearl Harbor. These diet are specific amounts of protein,
years old and troubled about challenges to his leader- climes,, in uthe Tr.ee or 
Vegetation
eh kinder and b o r e camps were to be used for dissenters, demonstrators carbohydrate, fat, vitamins and min-
fruit, sometimes in great abun- erals. Some of the foods which should
dance, and animals or meat and "unlawful" blacks ... Negro doctors came to town e noted in the daily diet are as fol-
were also in greater supply. during the White House Conference on Nutrition and
The Elements or Weather did lows: milk, water, cereals, meats, vege-
not strike p e o p 1 e down or urged HEW to provide more aid for the indigent. Dr. tables especially green vegetables, let-
tion. He had closed his eves to the possible perils to freeze them to death so often, James Whittico, the sleek former National Medical tuce, breads, etc. deficiences in our daily
the life of 0E0 as posed by the amendment. though the Sun was to be fear-
ed. Association president from St. Louis, is yet assuming
MacCormack was confronted in his office bv P Therefore. relatively happier a leadership role despite the fact his term expired
group of rebef young nemocrats in the House. Eimnn a blacks danced and shouted and
them Rep. William (Bill) Clay of Missouri who shook : praised their gods, even as last August in San Francisco. Whittle() and 
colleagues
his finger at the elder statesman and declared, "Look, American blacks 
dance, shout are buttonholding "influences" around the country in
1 and praise their God now. [ an effort to get help for impoverished blacks all over
the South.
ship, as well as scandals involving some of his form-
er aides, was anxious to get the bill onto the floor
and disposed of so that he could clear the calendar
and let the lawmakers go home for Christmas vaca-
So This Is
Washington
By ETHEL PAYNE
t.ciis.tscke Pub'trattorias Writer)
Rep. Augustus Hawkins, California's lone black
member of Congress, became Santa qaus to the Na-
tion's poor when he put a gift of $295-million in
their Christmas stockings.
Hawkins authored the bill in the House which
was co-sponsored among others by Reps. William
Clay (D. Mo.) ; Shirley Chisholm (D.N.Y.) Robert
N. C. Nix (D. Pa.) and Charles C. Diggs (D. Mich.)
It gives the extra money for Head Start, job train-
ing and health services in addition to the total pov-
erty bill package of $2.3 billion. Hawkins' measure
also designates the closed down job corps centers for
such youth programs as special remedial courses;
summer youth programs; cultural seminars; voca-
tional education and youth conservation work. In a
surprise upset, the House passed the total bill includ-
ing Hawkins' measure.
The dramatic story of the unexpected victory
for the supporters of an untampered-with OE() would
make as interesting reading as the noveh "Advise
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Eliz
OF ENGLAND
WAS SO MUCH
IN LOVE WITH
FRANCIS, DUKE
OF ALENCON,
A NEGRO,THAT
WHEN TOLD BY
HER MINISTERS
SHE COULD NOT
MARRY HIM SI4E
WEPT. THE
REASON WAS
RELIGION. HI WAS CATHOLIC SHE, PROTEST-
ANT. THE DUKE WHO S DESCRIBED 454BLACK
WITH WOOLY 1.1,AltrWAS THE SON OF CATHERINE
DE MeDicl, QUEEN OF PRANCE. "Maki.
J•Saunders
tOuCLATOER 
ANuoTAHoeCT,IVE 
LECT-
URER, BOOK REVIEWER.
GRADUATE BROWN UNIV.
AND HOLDER OF DEGREES
FROM LEADING COLLEGES.
ROCKEFELLER POUNDA-
TION peu.ow AND ALSO
GUGGENHEIM. IN 1952,
SENT BY THE USA To
INDIA 'TO LECTURE IN THE
UNIVERSITIES 
THERE„REDWHERE HE CONF R
WITH LEADING INDIAN
SCHOLARS. AUTHOR OF
SIX BOOKS AMONG THEM
*AN AMERICAN IN INDIA':
AND.THEY CAME IN
CHAINS:' PHI BETA KAPPA.
PROFESSOR OF LiTERA-
TuT7 RE., KAMPTON INST1-
cift)511PHI3ROWN (1859-1945)
WAS ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST
yNROT. OEDNEeTHCHEFS. 8,71 
HE 
SERVEDHl HIS 64s
13 PRESIDENTS FROM HAYES
TO FRANKLIN O. ROOSEVELT.
AMONG OTHERS WERE QUEEN
MARIE OF ROUMANIA AND
MARSHAL JOFFRE OF FRANCE.
LEAPING MEN OF THE NATION
SENT HIM VALUABLE PRESENTS.
Send $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club. . .315 E. Carson St.,. Pittsburgh, •
Pa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
IIDICAL
OCTOR V'
DR. EAR BELLE SMITH
now seems to have a vendetta against civil rights,
so much so there are many who are wondering aloud
publican side (she voted with Republicans and South-
ern Democrats to wash out the Voting Rights Act.)
joined with Republicans Williams Ayres, Ohio and
Albert Quie, Minn. to plot the plan for turning over
0E0 to the states, thus, in effect, consigning it to
the gas chamber.
The trio succeeded so well that House Minority
Leader Gerald Ford took over the leadership of the
floor activity and President Nixon who was on the
record backing 0E0 Director Donald Rumsfeld, turn-
ed his back on the counter move to stop the insur-
I'm not interested in what you did before I was born.
I'm interested in tomorrow . . . You're the party
leader and you've got to lead." Congressman Gus
Hawkins who had joined the group bluntly warned
the Speaker that they would forcibly prevent Chair-
man Carl Perkin sfrom getting the bill out of com-
mittee without the necessary delay to rally support
against the Avres-Quie-Green amendment.
Reluctantly, MacCormack yielded to the de- ful singing — afraid of Hate:
minds and Chairman Perkins then played his trimn, 
00Tn11:ilacks or .darker-skins
d to pra i se God in
Letters To
The Editor
Dear Editor:
I read in the newspapers that
the Roman Catholic Church
Council meeting in Miesbach,
Germany, in the face of Ger-
man public protest, has lifted
its ban on the singing of "Si-
lent Night" in church because
the song is so widely used by
department stores and in other
commercial usage by the gen-
eral ppWace and "has lost its
value for church usage."
All of this brings to my mind
that the incident has connota-
tions of the real instructions of
Jesus, of why he came to
Lath, or the need for respect
for the many differing ways in
which differing peoples all ven- in the state, he picked one of the "safest" Negroes he
erate the one same Supreme could find. Graham Jackson has been quiet since
God, and why all blacks should
be proud of their shouting and IRoosevelt (When people still regarded him as a safe
dancing during most religious
,then) asked him to play his accordion . . . What is
servic::s and the playing of live-
ly swaying, rhythmic tunes and brewing behind the scenes in the Black Publishers
Instruments, group? While there's no overriding issue here, the
The German pagans once
worshipped God which is Na- difference may disrupt into further charges and
tare: the supreme, entire uni- counter-charges . . . Don't be surprised if a black
verse, eternal Alpha and Ome-
derstand that kind of Eternal more clients to his growing stable. Dukes envisions a
Life or not). They worshipped
the man forms of nature: the broader scope of customers than has been beating a
card on the floor. He so upset the anti-forces that
Ford cried foul and demanded that the bill be brought
out immediately. He Ppet that round. Meanwhile, John
Gardner and the Urban Coalition Council, including
the mayors of many of the troubled cities of America,
put together the most effective lobby that has been
seen on the Hill and Gardner made a major nation-
wide televised speech on the perils of' grutting the
Then man grew wiser(?) and
Made God in his own images:
Creator (Nature; Babe (hu-
man beginnag) and molecu-
lar (Holy) Ghost of the here- SOUP AND SANDWICH TAWK: When Diana
after; or Buddha statue, or
Hindu reincarnation. The Euro- Ross opens as a single after 
leaving the Supremes she
pean whites continued worship- will draw down some $20,000 per week. Diana had
ping God fearfully in silent been contemplating this move for weeks, but was re-
reverence and subdued thought-
luctant to take the giant step. Now that she's on her
equally thoughtful, rhythmic
songs, music and dances — em-
bracing Love.
It is only Adam's foolish con-
jecture of human vanity and
ego "Let's be as gods," which
is really wrong. Man's foolish
belief that his god-tool: Fi re
(which be can throw on others
as ammunition or Hate) and
the 
god called various Gold,0E9. OF() Director. Donald Rumsfeld. the fo.rner 
Mconservative congressman from Illino;s. used }Os invention 
Baal, Baalim, his own
which he foolishly. serious hack ailment. As mditan s reit en o p" and "break down" respectivqv.knowleri VIP of the ways of Congress to do his own vainly believes can alter Na-ture's pat'ern and Destiny, are charge of the medical school, a student instigated boy- Hunger may lead to starvation,
the real Satans of the universe 1Hcott of Medical School failed to sway Cheek one hit. malnutrition and eventually death. Thetrounced, with even some conservative Democrats But Love is reallystronger
voting along with the liberals. The catch here was than Hate and has more off- He listened to the suggested demands and announced I two types of hunger are a c u t e and
that they could not go along with urning over spring, 
thus growing more.Rim CHRISTIAN, methods and procedures inhe would use his own deal- chronic. The former. is not common in
Ce0 to Republican g ve nors.mo rnAmerica but the latter is very
i 
Telletb, ago ling with the problem.
1 NATIONAL
By Diggs Datrooth
Distributed by Sengstacke Newspapers
WASHINGTON — The confrontations between
the Black Panthers and the Police around the country
will be a long time subsiding. The killing in Chicago,
followed closely by the shootout at Los Angeles has
opened a whole Pandora's box of trouble. The militant
Panthers who speak openly of armed conflict expect
to be faced with even more issues of the police within
the near future. Yet, the most conservative of all
rights organizations, the National Urban League,
found itself forced into a position on the issue. At
Chicago, through the Rev. Jesse Jackson, the SCLC
forces were out in force even to the extent of flying
in Ralph Abernathy to invoke the memories of the
late Dr, King. The black power boys now walk the
streets expecting anything and the police, individual-
ly and collectively, are determined.
THE LINE SIZZLES: The murder of the publish-
er of the Negro weekly in Jackson, Mich. is fraught
with potential. Although racial tensions were height-
ened by the slaying of Charles Cade, there is strong
evidence that black and white as such, had not part
in the bizarre case ... When Bill Brown cut short his
vacation to return to Capitol Hill to answer the form-
er chairman of EEOC, it was the first time Brown,
who succeeded Clifford Alexander in the job, ever
fired back. Intimates say that Brown, who is proving
la disappointment to some staffers, is befuddled over
'the jungle called Washington. He does, however, in-
tends to fight back if and when the Harvard trained
Alexander decides to take a swipe at him or the Com-
mission. Brown, meanwhile is gathering still further
evidence of past mistakes which he intends to use.
The unanswered question is what happens to the im-
portant work of an already weak commission while
these two brothers do periodic battle? Some Southern
congressmen are already looking for ways to exploit
this conflict.
CHITTER & CHATTER: When Georgia's Gov-
ernor Lester Maddox picked 77 year old Graham Jack-
son as the first black man on a state appointive board
own, look for her to be seen in more "constructive"
efforts. She could get a White House bid . . . Adam
Clayton Powell's illness is not terminaL When the
Harlem congerssman checked into a hospital for tests,
it marked a turning point in his life, consequently he
reported the dire prognosis. The doctor is denying
such . .. Dr. James Cheek, Howard university's new'
diet will lead to defects in tooth devel-
opment, bone formation and growth,
skin appearances, visual disturbances,
normal functions of the stomach and
intestines and last but not least mental
development or the ability to learn.
We think that there is a direct re-
lationship between education and the
mount, types and regularity of con-
sumed foods. The most important meal
for a child is "breakfast."
In general children who eat an ade-
quate breakfast prior to going to school
are more alert, eager and receptive to
the formal procedures of school. In ad-
dition the performances of these chil-
dren are better than the child who is
denied an adequate breakfast. From a
medical viewpoint, tissues are being
estroyed every minute of the day and
night and we need fuel to feed the fire
president, showed last week he could stay on top of PO that new tissues can be formed and
things even though he is home recuperating from a characterized by the medical processes
of anabolism and catabolism of "build
common in our modern world of afflu-
ace and freedom.
Many poor people become condi-
tioned to an inadequate diet which is
oid of essentials for normal growth,
development and maintenance. These
persons of all ages become adjusted to
hronic fatigue, slow mental functions,
physical defects and the assumptions
that this is the way it should be.
Medically hunger is a complex pron-
lem and there is a great need for re-
search and development in the area of
his disease which affects mental and
physical growth and development. It is
our opinion that defects in nutrition up-
on the child start in utero during the
pregnancy this is one of the main rea-
sons for initiating a vigorous program
to extend supplemental dietary allow-
ances to poor or needy pregnant fe-
males. The latter must have adequate
and supervised medical care during
their prenatal period. This is a critical
leriod from the standpoint of nutrition
for the future infant. Prematurity, in-
ants deaths and birth defects are re-
lated to the intake, absorption and utili-
zation of foods. America is far behind
the other "free countries" for the infant
death rates. Believe it or not we are
No. 1-6 on the list of all countries in the
world for infant mortality. This fact is
intolerable and demands top-priority.
All medical societies should wake
p and exert pressure upon federal
tate and local government to do some.
thing. Our recommendations for a vig.
orous program are as follows:
A. Introduction of nutrition into the
medical school curricula so as to
give the "new medical student"
the basic facts of foods in their
relationship to people.
B. A concept of dignity for the poor
to receive assistance to obtain an
adequate diet. This principle
should be extended to clIciren, in-
fants, elderly, disabled and other
persons who need help.
C. Free school breakfast and lunch
programs.
D. Institution of basic principle of
the community who have been
trained to teach the basic facts of
the selection purchase, prepara-
tion and storage of foods.
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OPtEA ENSEMBLE by Lois Towles Caesar is of white
satire .with gold mettalic leaf motif. This material, lightly
quilted fashions an elegant evening wrap over 3 simplelined
dress of same material. The coat which flares and drops in-
to * deep split, center back, falls elegantly from ene large
button at high neck line. d ,Jcm
Editor's Note: Lois Towles
Caesar, wife of Dr. Richard
Caesar, San Francisco den-
tist is a member of several
of the city's cultural
boards, including the San
Miss Dennis
Wins Title
• ••
HAWKINS, Texas — Roden-
ial Dennis, of Birmingham,
Ala., became "Miss Jarvis- in
the 1969-'70 contest held at Jar-
vis Christian College. She suc-
ceeds.:Iris Sulcer, who was
last -year's queen at Jarvis.
Rodenial is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Romanious Dennis of
Birmingham. Alabama.
Coronation services honoring
Miss Dennis were held recent-
ly, and she was crowned by Dr.
J. 0., Perpener, president of
the College.
Miss Dennis
ness education
tend graduate
majors in busi-
and plans to at-
school as soon
as it is practical for her to
continue her education. She
looks forward to receiving a
scholarship which will permit
this study.
For her extra curricular acti-
vities, she is a member of the
Pyrainid Club which is the
pledge group for Delta Sigma
Theta; - Tau. Kappa Tau;
U.C.C.F.; Phi Beta
Lamixiii; and English club.
Other.., contestants were
Eleanor Joseph. of Birming-
ham, and Joyce Bruce, of Stug-
gart, Arkansas
. —
Francisco Symphony (Foun-
dation and Association),
both of which are naw con-
ducting their annual fund
drives.
' By LOIS TOWLES CAESAR I
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. —
Why not make your own thing
different this 1969 season. Tass
a Theatre Dinner-Party that
your guests shall talk about at
holiday affairs in 1970. Do this
by scrapping the old soup-to-
nuts routine which, with scant
exception, anesthetizes guests
tor shuffling into small theatre
seats in order to sleep through
the final acts. Instead, cut the
heavy fillers on your own soup-
nut route, and simply prepare
a menu-to-remember, courtesy
Mrs. Allan E. Charles, promi-
nent San Francisco civic wom-
an and Stanford University
Board member.
There is no doubt, you will
serve this one, and r a diate
while it provides its own topic
for conversation and swings
you and your delighted guests
to the theatre, Opera House
Rock or Jazz Club, and ou
again refreshed.
Naturally. you will give your
table the works in holiday de-
cor, and feature, at your man's
place, the inscrutable soup Tu-
reen.
THEATRE DINNER-PARTY
SOUP
(Serves six persons)
Over medium heat, combine:
I can mushroom soup
I can consomme
1 lb. sliced mushrooms sau-
teed in butter with onions
1 cup shredded chicken (or
turkey)
Grated rind of one lemon
(this gives the something•
special taste)
Lots of sherry as desired
Serve will) generously thick
slices of fresh and hot-buttered
bread. Follow with Nut squ3res
and coffee.
After the theatre, if you wish.
walk your guests to a late sup-
per nearby.
"MISS JARVIS" AND FRIENDS
. Rodenial Dennis, left is the Queen.
Death's Witness Is
In 'Second Life'
LONDON (WNS) — What does
it feel like to die?
"I felt something inside me
running down very quickly. The
customary ward sounds rapid-
ly receded, there was a sing.
ing in my ears, and vision fad-
ed. That is all I remember."
This first-hand report comes
from an expert witness, an an-
noymlus doctor who died while
hospitalized for a heart attack
and was then brought back to
lift by external heart mas-
sage and other methods of re-
suscitation. He was able to
follow most of what was be-
ing done to him despite the
fact t h at he temporarily
lost his sight, his speech and
muscle control.
"I experienced a sensation of
THE CALIFORNIA 1,00R — Although the "pants look" is
not lust California" awn special orodtlet. ..be tals who l‘P
the,re, and those who just visit, wear some version of the
world-wide fashion exclamation, shown here in Kimber-
ly's Viesort 1969-70 collection. Left. this two-piece green
mist wool knit suit has a yoked overblouse with two
curved pockets over the straight pants. The buttons are
gilt. Center, Khuberly's cameo pink wool knot zip front
r,
being plugged into something
with a corresponding feeling of
relief," he recalls in the Brit-
ish medical magazine, The
Lancet, c o rrectly guessing
after a few moments that he
had been attached to a respora-
tory machine.
Even when he appeared to
be unconscious, the doctor-pa-
tient -Overheard much of what
was said about him by at-
tending physicians and nurses.
He realized that a new consult-
ant was on the scene because of
the distinctive way the arrival
breathed and moved his stethe-
scope.
"I have now entered on my
second life with zest,- the re-
covered man concludes.
Councilman in the City's his-
tory to be
President.
elected Council
es of four eminent mayors. LEE still holding his own in
Mayor Richar d Gordon December 1969 as "T H E
Hatcher of Gary, Indi:na, con-
MAYOR:
with the courage and
determination to carry out thetinues to be a c ha m pion of hiws as they should be car
right, even s speakerin
ried M1YOR LEE narrow-port of Vietnam Mora.orami
1)'' dered a white opponentDay during the rally in Geary. 
With 55c of the votes, and al-This is not unusual since
MAYOR HATCHER rose o though threats were on an-
prominence
t
!other's agenda to frighten him,in Gary politics by!
the MAYOR didn't become too
championing the rights of the disturbed, although he was the
'underprivileged. He is always f. Black man to be elected
a champion for that which he
,MAYOR of a predominantlyfeels is right. iwhite Southern town, since re-
His convictions stem from his construction days. They elect-
own experience as the 12th of ,ed the right man too — one
13 children born to Carlton andiwith an excellent educational
Catherine Hatcher whose fami-!background — hours above a
ly ties and attachment to the Masters degree, common
church pulled them through sense, and great experience.
,many difficult days. After grad- Notes 4ceived from MAY-
uating from Michigan City's lOR LEE, show that his philoso-
Elston High School, he enrolled phy is what appears to have
at Indiana University. His col- brought him from the red hills
lege education was financed by of a Georgia sharecroppers'
a small athletic scholarship and fields to the Mayor's Chair of
a church grant, help from his Chapel Hill. He believes that
brothers and sisters and a job a person can be whatever he
waiting tables. Mayor Hatcher wants to be if he is willing
was awarded the B.S. Degree to clearly make up his mind
in economics and government to have it and then work hard
in 1956. Then, in 1959 he gradu- to get it. He recognizes that
ated from Valparaiso Universi- our system has many flaws
ty School of Law with a Bache- that must be corrected, but
lor of Laws Degree and honors still believes it is the best sys-
in criminal law. tem.
He entered the private prac- An excerpt from one of his
tice of law in East •Chicago, In- speeches tends to sum up his
diana; and also maintained an,honor HOWARD LEE ". . .We
office in Gary. It was not long can never allow ourselves to
before his ability was recogniz-ifeel that we are beaten down;
ed and in February, 1961 he for as a man believe a n d
thinks, he is. At the same time
we cannot allow our society to
feel it is all good, nor can we
allow it to feel that it is all
bad. We must separate the
the City Council. Not only was good from the had and •im-
he elected but he went on to 'prove the had while we pre-
become the first freshman serve the good I have a motto
that I try to live by. It works
THE S, Jerry and Joseph Baacomb
of Pittsburgh decided they would w r ite
their oven letters to Santa Claus. . . b u t
somewhere along the middle of it, some-
thing went wrong. Jerry forgot bow to spell
motorcycle and Joseph didn't know bow to
draw a horse much less spell it. But they
tried. . . even after Santa had slipped down
the chimney and left a bag full of gifts for
the darling boys. — Harris Photo
MAYOR
RICH 1.RD G. HATCHER
MAYOR D. F. DOLLARIIIDE
PROFILES IN COURAGE
Four Black Mayors
Make Nat'l History
By LOU LuTOUR
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The
time has gone when a single
man represents the vast group For a man who said, "I'll
of black citizens throughout theibe walking a tightrope; and I
nation. Today there are may-,could be slaughtered f rom
ors, vice-mayors, councilmenjboth sides," just after he was
adlermen. . .for instance to-'elected as MAYOR of CHAP-
!day "Black Profiles of Cour- EL HILL, North C::rolina in
!age" presents thumbull sketch-'May 1969, one finds HOWARD
was appointed to the position of
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in
the Lake County Cr i m inal
Court, a post he held until 1963
when he resigned to run for
dress for resort wear has universal appeal for North and
South. It travels amyl here and you come up iooking like
a rosy doll. Right, another pants costume, is the basis of
a going-places American woman, brilliantly interpreted
in green and white wool knit woven with gold metallic for
the overiolouae buttoned in glitter. The slim shaped pants
are olid wool knit. Scarf by Vera; jewel Sandier' by David
Evius.
•
for me and I hope it might
work for you and that is "We
should always strive to pre-
serve the best and improve
the rest of our society."
MAYOR DOUGLAS F. DOL-
LARHIDE. the first Blackay-
Or of Compton, California, is
using his courage, intelligence,
tact and know-how in an ef-
fort to make Compton a city
of love, brotherhood, peace and
success through programs of
self-help and by trying to ex-
pandindustry in the city.
Beginning with the Mayor's
Inaugural Ball, June 29th, 1969
in Compton's Dooto Music Cen-
ter, the nation could easily see ,
that the citizens were ready to
support their choice for Mayor
— the man who had served the
city as Councilman two terms
prior to his having been elect-
ed to the Mayorship. As coun-
cil ma n, the DOLLAR-
HIDE had been responsible for
several key appointments acd
many civic improvements. He
was chairman of the Compton
Finance Committee, delegate
to the League of California Cit-
ies, and is an active member
of several civic and communi-
ty organizations — the NAACP,
the Urban League, the Boy
Scouts of America, Los Ange-
les District, the Compton Coun-
cil on Human Relations, the
Welfare Planning Council and
MAYOR HOWARD LEE
MAYOR R. B. BLACKWELL
the Saint Peters Methodist
Church.
One of his pet projects as a
members of the Library Advi
ssory Board, was the incorpora
,tion of the joint-powers agree-
ment in which Los Angeles
'County will build a new library
in the fifteen million dollar
Compton Civic Center. Under
the administration of Governor
"Pat" Brown, he served as a
member of the Planning Advi
sory Committee. State of Cali-
fornia and the Area Coordinat-!
ing Committee of the Los An-
geles Regional Transportation
Committee.
Noteworthy of mention 's the
fact that the Hon. MAYOR
DOLLARHIDE began to take
'that giant step in his life after
he had served in the U.S. Ar-
my during World War II. Fol-
lowing his honorable discharge
from the Army, he and his
wife became residents of Los
Angeles where he became a
Post Office employee, He con-
tinued his education, attending
Metropolitan College of Busi-
ness. Long Beach City College,
and studied law at the LaSalle
University Law School. His
wife, the former Ruby Thom-
as, whom he married in 1943,
is an instructor at Los Angeles
Technical College; and is also
owner and operator of their
two beauty shops.
, Highland Park, Michigan
elected a black Republican
Mayor a year ago September.
His Honor, Robert B. Black-
well is the first Negro to be
popularly elected to the office
!of Mayor in Michigan. Prior to
his election in Noverber, 1908,
he served as City Councilman,
the first Negro elected to this
position in Highland Park; and
also was the first appointed to
the City's Planning and Po-
lice and Fire Commissions.
MAYOR BLACKWELL be-
lieves that Highland Park with
its population of 38.000 can be
a modern, integrated city with-
in five or six years, if promises
of state and federal assistance
are kept; and he is courageaus-
ly and diligently working to
see that this is done. His years
of experience in t he labor
movement and labor media-
tion prepared MAYOR BLACK-
WELL for civic responsibility.
In 1954 he became the first
elected fin ncial secreIary of
Chrysler Local 889-UWA Office
and Clerical Union. He was
the first elected Negro presi-
dent of the same Union in 1957
and served three terms prior
to this appointment by Gover-
nor Romney as Executive Sec-
retary of the State of Michigan
Labor Mediation Board.
MAYOR BLACKWELL was
born in Meridian, Mississippi,
the first of five children in the
family of Dr. and Mrs. A. B.
Blackwell. He attended St. Jo-
seph Academy Elementary
School in Meridian and was
graduated with h snrs at the
age of 16 from Atkins High,
School in Wins on-Salem, N.C.
He attended Taledega College
before entering the U. S. Army
In 1941 to serve with distinction
in North Africa and Europe
during World War II.
Mrs. Caldwell Is
Appointed To S.0
Top Faculty Post
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — M r s.
Ruth Caklwell has bee n ap-
pointed supportive service coun-
selor at Syrac use Univer-
sity, Dr. John L. Johnson, as-
sistant provost for minori-1
ty group affairs, announced to-
'day.
"Mrs.-Caldwell will serve
a vital link between the facul-
ty and the administration and
the students in carrying out,
the supportive service pro-I
gram," Johnson said, "and she'
will help the University fulfill
its commitment to effectively
educate its entire student bo-
dy."
Johnson said Mrs. Caldwell
will serve as adviser to stu-
dents who qualify under the
Higher Education Opportunities
Program (HEOP) of New York
State — the educationally dis-
advantaged, the economically
deprived and those who attend-
ed schools in depressed areas.
She will work closely with ad-
ministrators concerned with
academic planning, institution-
al services, admissions and fi-
nancial aid.
I He said she will also carry
'out the academic counseling'
provisions of an HEOP grant
to broaden an orientation pro-
gram for black high school
graduates, which Johnson i
d
ni-
'ated in the summer of 1969.
The $18,400 grant from the
,New York State Education De-
partment provides for continu-
ing such orientation into the
school year in the form of guid-
ance, tutoring and remedial
;work where needed.
The supportive service pro-
gram is headed by Johnson.
As counselor to the program
Mrs. Caldwell will coordinate
the flow of services that alrea-
dy exist at the university, such
!as student advisement, into the
'Higher Education Opportunities
Program. She will plan and car-
ry out a supportive se r v i ce
program for the summer of
19'70.
Mrs. Caldwell is a graduate
lawyer but has not practiced
law. She is a graduate of St.
. John's University in Brooklyn
MRS. RUTH CALDWELL
and of the law school of North
Carolina College at Durham.
After she finished law school
Mrs. Caldwell worked at the
United Nations when its head-
quarters were moved to New
York. She set up its original
personnel files and was a Ro-
mance language translater.
Mrs. Caldwell was born
and grew up in Manhattan and
studied at the Ethical Culture
School and at Straubenmueller
High School in New York. Her
!husband Frank L. Caldwell is
a member of the New York
State Board of Parole.' They
have three children and live at
709 Crawford Ave. They have
Jived in Syracuse since 1963.
She has been active in volun-
teer work in the Syracuse
area. She is the immediate past
president of the Syr a c use
School District Volunteers, who
help with instruction in public
schools. She has worked. with
the Higher Education Program
at LeMoyne College in Syra-
cuse, a summer study-h e 1 p
program in which students are
helped to achieve at their grade
level. She is a member of the
Syracuse Council of the New
York State Human Rights Com-
mission and of the President's
Associates of LeMoyne College.
She is active in Salt City Play-
house.
'Soup Spa' Sparkles.
On Symphony Scene
SIPPING SOUP at Heinz Home Economics Test Kitchen in
Pittsburgh recently were Mrs. Wiliam B. Pierce, right,
President of the Women's Association. Pittsburgh Sym-
phony, and Mrs. R. Burt Gookin, Chairman, Pittsburgh
Industry Investment Portfolio and Chairman of the Slitip
Commitee. They sampled the Great American Soup
varieties which were considered for the "Soup Spa", (be
evening of the Symphony Ball. Mrs. Constance Kim-
brongh, Kitchen Assistant in the Heinz plant, explained*
soups being served.
PITTSBURGH — A "Soup
Spa-, courtesy of the H. J.
Heinz Company, was the finale
to the 1969 Symphony Ball fes-
tivities, December 5.
As in the past, committee
chairmen for the Ball and lo-
cal newspaper food editors met
in the Heinz Home Economics
Test Kitchens to select the
soups to be served. Present for
the taste session were: Mrs.
William B. Pierce, President,
Women's Association, Pitts-
• ./
arranged for the panel test. dur-
ing which the judging commit-
!tee tasted the Great American
Soups, which included: k,usci-
ous Split Pea with Ham„jaich
Manhattan Style Clam Elbow-
,der, Creole Chicken Gumbo,
Plentiful Turkey Rice with
Mushrooms and Butter/ To-
mato with Vegetables. A 
-(vari-
ety of suggested snack accom-
paniments was also served.
burgh Symphony; Mrs. A. 
"
dent in Charge o -
Clark Daughterty. Vi
f 
ce Pres
Special Egeberg si-
Events; Mrs. Guy M. Claborne,
Chairman, Symphony Bill; Mrs.
Kenneth Goldsmith, Vice-Presi-
dent in Charge of Suburbia;
Mrs. George B. Motheral, Pub-
licity Chairman; Mrs. Edward
Myers Publicity Co-Chairman,
and Mrs. R. Burt Gookia, Chair-
man, Pittsburgh Industry In-
vestment Portfolia and Chair-
man of the South Committee
This year, Great American
Soups, the "soups that taste
closest .o homemade" were
featured. The origins for all
Great American Soups can be
found in the historr and tradi-
tion 3 America. This make-
them especially appropriate
for the Symphony Ball, the
theme for which was "Circa
1895—The Threshold of Today".,
Lila Jones, manager of the:
home economics department,
'Urgency'.:
NEW YORK — (W'MNSa —
!Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, the na-
tion's chief medical °Meet, has
likened improving American
medical care without lowering
the birth raie to buildinn on
8 swamp.
Dr. Egeberg, assistant secre-
tary for Health and Scientific
Affairs, said he has a "feeling
of urgency" about st ring a
nationwide discussion about the
threat of overpupulation. Other-
wise, he said, "It may. be
necessary by the end ql, the
century to legislate the num-
ber of children allowed."
_
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New Era Opened By Tampa-FAMU Gross
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By BILL BERO
TIPS for HUNTERS to HELP PREVENT ANY
ACCIDENTS
APPLY SOME RED-ORANGE0 0 
FLUORESCINT YINYL Mina
ON YOUR CLOTHINS •
0 1
'I E CAREFUL SOmi
OTHER HUNTER \
DOESN'T SHOOT -;
AT YOU. WHEN
YOU ARE DRA6-
GING OUT s{..7`UR
DONNED
ATTACH THE '
FLED 
-ORANGE
TAPE To THE
HORNS.
.4-
APPLY THE RID-ORANGE
FLUORESCENT TAPE TO
YOUR HUNTING DOE'S
COLLAR. IT MAY SAVE
HIE LIFE ALSO.
Iayetteville
Names Hannon
=FAYETTEVILLE - Dr. Ro-
bert L. Hannon has been .-,am-
:scl Director of Development at
'-'Fayetteville State University,
'resident Charles "A" Lyons
nounced today.
Dr. Lyons said that it is a new
.position at the University and
.vital to the total program. Spe-
,4fically, the office is responsi-
,,Ne for strengthening the Uni-
versity's position in seeking ad-
;.4itional resources from private
,,,eources.
"Despite their many contri-
..butions to society, public insti-
tutions similar to Fayetteville
State University, are "forgot-
ten institutions" when it comas
to private sup port. Because
-public institutions are not its-
eluded in the United Negro Col-
lege Fund, they are cut off
-from the major source of cor-
TaEollege
Fives In
Chicago
porate and foundation support.
Almost all of our revenue
comes from state and student
sources." Dr. Lyons said.
Dr. Hannon will coordinate
the University's solicitation of
funds from alumni, friends,
business, industry and founda-
tion for endowment, scholar-
ships, loans, faculty improve-
ment, visiting faculty, cultural
enrichment, compensatory wor
guidance, facilities and equip-
ment.
Dr. Hannon i s a native of
Scotland Neck and e arned a
bachelor awl master's degree
from A. & T. State University.
He holds a master's degree
from Harvard University and
the Ph.D. from the University
of Michigan in resource plan-
RALEIGH - Shaw Universi-
ty, one of the pre-season fav-
orites to cop the CIAA crown,
has accepted an invitation to
display its wares in the fifth
annual Holiday Basketball Totir.1
nament in Chicago, Ill Dec.
2s-30.
Accepting the offer as a re
placement for Winston-Salem
State in the bottom bracket,
Shaw, now, finds itself the topl
seed among the eight teams
competing. Tournament official
failed to reach an agreement!
with Elizabeth City State and
Fayetteville State was brouonf
in, pushing Shaw up to the top
bracket.
This will be the Bears initial
entry in t he tournament but
they will be carrying with them'
a three game winning streak
and a 92 plus point per game
average. They soared over the
century mark in their last out-
ing against Barber-Scotia, 107-
96, with the second team play-
ing most of the second half.
They have allowed their op-
position only 81 ppg.
Shaw's attack, paced by di-
minutive guard Ray Haskins,
will be centered around five
players hitting in double fig-
ures. Four of these are start-
ers. Bobby Moore, center. and
Kelly UtelY, *Wird, lead the
pack with a 16 point per game
average. Haskins follows with
13.3 and Greg Jenkins, forward
11.3. Clement Maynard, whose
worth cannot be seen in the
scoring column but can be felt .
by the opposition, is averaging;
8 ppg.
IN the role of the sixth man
and as valuable to the Bears
attack as Larry Miller is to the
Cougars' is Jackie Smith. The
"super sub" has come off the
bench t o burn the cords to
the tune 13 ppg.
The tournament, which is a
double elemination one, is a
natural breeding ground for
professional scouts. It was dur-
ing there gimes that Earl
"The Pearl" Monroe captured,
the scouts 'eyes. In 1966, Win-
ston-Salem State won with Mon-
roe canning 122 points in three;
games for an average of 40
plus per game.
Enroute to the championshin
game, Monroe dropped in 49
points against Bethune
-Cook-
man, 23 against Johnson C.
Smith and blistered the nets for
50 points in the final game with
Wilberforce.
Although this is the fifth time
the contest has been held, it is
only the fourth year of the tour.'
nament. Two were held during,
1968, the first one in March with
Wilberforce winning over John-1
, son C. Smith and the second;
during the Christmas Holidays
iwith Winston-Salem the winner.
Clark College won over Albany
State in 1967 and lest v e a r,I
Lane Defeated Loris for thel
title.
The pairing for this year's!
tournament pits Shaw against'
Philander Smith(Ark.) and Wi-
ley (Texas) against Bethune.
Cookman (Fla.) in the top brac-
ket. The bottom bracket has
Fayetteville State playing Xa-
vier (New Orleans ) and Clark
(Ga.) playing Maryland State.
thune-Coakman College Safety
Alvin Wyatt was named to the
45th annual Pittsburgh Courier
All American Football team
for 1969 according to Bill Nunn,
managing editor of the Pensyl-
vania Newspaper.
Wyatt, the most celebrated
athlete in B-CC's history said,
"I am happy to receive the
All-American honor. I am
grateful to a lot of people es-
pecially my mother and doc-
tor."
, The "d t " mentioned b.
Alvin performed an operation
on his left leg to repair
damaged ligament. After the
operation the medic said Wyatt
would never be able to partici-
pate in sports aaain.
The Jacksonville native said,
"my football career ,n nign
school was rugged." When he
joined the Gilbert High School
Panthers as a 10th grader his
arm was broken in the first
game causing him to miss the
entire season. The following
year his leg was injured dur-
ing the first game.
The Jacksonville natibe said,
"I was determined to play foot-
ball. As soon as the cast was
taken off my leg I began jogging
everyday in an effort to be
ready far my senior year."
Continuing he said, "the doc-
tor was amazed at the w y my
leg healed."
As a senior he played offense'
and defense. He scored eleven'
New Courier
PROUD WILDCAT - Captain Alvin Wyatt is shown above
with citations and trophies accumulated during his brilliant
college career. His game against 1968 FAMU may have
been the best of his career, it included a 91 yard scoring
runback of a kick-off. Besides, Wyatt's defensive work al-
ways glistens. He is a Jacksonville, Ha., lad and a Bethune.
Cookman College senior.
Wyatt Most Honored
Star Ever At B-CC
DAYTONA BEACH - Be-'touchdowns, cau.:nt passes for
more than 200 yards, handled
the kickoff and field goals chore
while serving as the team's
punter. Ile turned down several
offers to enter Be.hune-Cook-
man Ca:lag:.
he is the only B-CC player mim-
ed to four consecutive all con-
ference teams; he holds the
school record for the longest
punt return; in four years he
returned punts for 1760 yards,
kickoffs for 1435 yards. made
129 unassisted tackles and 213
assists. The versatile athlete
was used on kickoffs, field-
goals, and as a punter. He can
kick 40 !•ards with either foot.
Wya't saYs the coaching at
B-CC is great. an he guys
respect Coach Jack MeClairen
because he was an all pro
with the Steelers and Coach
Lloyd ''Tank" Johnson has
turned out defensive teams
rated number one -in the na-
tion. Alvin said, "you get a lot
af at'ention here because we're
a small school and people are
more like a family."
The 5-11- 195 pounder who
was clocked in the 100 at 9.6
said "I am very anxious to
play nro ball. Many profession-
al teams have contacted him.
He was clocked today by a Dal-
las Cowboys representative.
After he ran the 40 yard dash
three times in 4.3 seconds the
scout smiled and said "son
your stock just went up."
Big 'Take'
Is Needed
Temptation
TAMPA - When a football
game can gross more than
1250,000. on a given day, the
university level of competition
has been attained. That was
the sports stratum attained
here, Nov. 29, when more than
46,000 saw Florida A&M nar
rowly contain the University of'
Tampa, 34 to a.
It was, by far, the most im-
portant interracial football con-
test in Deep South annals. The
sa Me ledge of interest had
been attained by Tenn. State,
back in 1967 and 1968, at San
Dia go.
Throngs equally as large saw
BOARDWILK BOWL HERO - Doug Wilkerson (L) 191111
Courier all-American tackle of North Carolina Central
University, holds Boardwalk Bowl runner-up trophy front
Dec. 13. eneountei with University of Delaware. The Eagles
bowed, 31-13. NCCI.." George L. Quiett, Eagles' head coach,
is seen at right.
the Tenn. Tigers hold their own,
by 16-8, then tieing the Aztecs,
13
The
13. 
first name uhiversity to Nccu Fans Smiletoagree to face one of our larger
black colleges was Villanova
of Philadelphia. As early as
1962, Athletic Director Mahan
wrote a letter to Capital Clas-
sic officials - agreeing to
play Tenn. State before a pro-
jected throng of 50,000, at the
Robert F. Kennedy Stadium.
The late President John F.
Kennedy had tentatively agreed
to attend the game.
Smaller white colleges are
wary of playing the more
difficult black college elevens.
The prospect of losing badly,
to blacks, is a haunting one.
The end-result was manifest,
this season, in the fact that the
mighty Alcorn A&M Braves
were unable to. get post season
exposure, to any small coPege
team on the white side.
That is not a factor for the
university level whites. They are
2-to-1, any time, to defeat
even the best black college
eleven.
The big lure, far them, is
whether or not the attraction
can gross a minimal $250,000.
Sure of their ground, field,
the biggies will face any ri-
val. black or white, than can
'guarantee a payday of at least
UO0,001) per participant.
San Diego, the ex-sm all col-
lege overlord, has decided to
go university level. There is
just a hint, a suspicion, that
Fla. A& will soon be played
home at Miami, against the
.Hurricanes, as a matter of
course. There is no question
about the attraction.
John Crittenden, sports editor
of The Miami News, in his
column of Dec. 5, declared:
"Too bad the University of Mi-
ami can't pay off its opening
1970 opponent. William and
Mary, and put Fla. A&M into
,the leadoff spot on next year's
schedule. It would come close
to selling out the Rose Bowl,
which William and Mary won't.
"Now that the Rattlers have
added more prestige by beat-
ing, all nf North Florida would-
n't be big enough to hold a foot-
ball game between FAMU and
its Tallahassee neighbor, Flori-
da State."
Gaither correctly assayed
sal yaspectsthe 'Missionar ' '  of his
but what made him bug-eyed
Despite Bowl Bow
ATLANTAIC CITY, N.J. -,
,Most of North Carolina Central
University's ardent football!
fans, up Saturday for thel
1 Boardwalk Bowl game, were
'pleased with their stay in At-
lantic City, despite their team's
'loss to the University of Dela-
ware. 31-13.
And they have reason to be-
lieve the resort city was happy
to have them as guests. "You
may have lost the game, but
you made a lot of friends," one
NCCU faculty member w Is told
by an Atlantic City cabdriver
A n d Atlantic City made
friends too. Boardwalk Bowl co-
ordinator Mall Dodson, the city'
I press agent as Director of Pub-
lic Relations for the city, was a
firstclass host, from the mo-
ment the' team came into town
till the minute they left.
Dodson missed the arrival of
'the team-a rival airline had
given him an erroneous esti-
mate for flight time from Dur-
ham to Atlantic City-but he
had the buses right there at the
airport.
When the team left, the 6-7
former basketball player was
right there, with gifts-enough
of Atlantic City's "Original Salt
Water Taffy" for everyone,
tie clips for the team and ath•
The very beautiful thing, how-
'
ever, was the calmness and
sportive 'cool' of the internaul
thousands. Nothing marred the
'day. The fans were peppery
but dignified - leading impet-
us to the fact that such games
can and must be exploited.
If Fla. A&M can inau-
gurate such movement in the
Deep South, the theme is
more compelling. Grambiinq
waits for the day when its
natural rival. Louisiana Tech,
agrees to a home and home,
before 33,000 and 45,000. Coach
Eddie Robinson scouted FAMU
,Tampa victory, as "the great-
,- was the well behaNed throngeat ' • a f my 
career.and dreams of tomorrow.
in the Tampa game. of course,
Key Backs Vie In Bowl Games
MIAMI - During all the
years, between 1916 and 1947
,(measuring the nation's en-
try into World War I, and its!
!emergence from World War
II) not one non-white back-
lield star was seen in action
ning. 'in ANY Bowl game
Marauders Start, 4-0 Repeats
WILBERFORCE - And now
there's more trouble for hoop
squads, friends, right here at
Central State. Yesair, it's out,
and the last time it was loose
• nobody could stop it.
Players stumbled, fumbled,
and fell. Coaches got frustrated,
swore, stamped their feet and
ecruldn't solve it Wily BIB Ls-
cas, the little genius of Central
State basketball, finally trotted
, out "Old Reliable" Saturday
.,
night against the Marian Col-
lege Knights, and the results
tvere predictable.
- 
Lucas took the wraps off his
1-3-1 zone defense, a sticky
court blanket that covers every
inch of shooting room and has
won the Marauders the NAIA
'defensive championship the hit
''to seasons
Marian 'vent four minutes
ivithout a field goal in the first
•"half and six minutes in the
second The Marianders gave
up only two baskets In the first
"10 minutes and took a 21-4 lead
enroute to an easy 85-50 victory
and a 4-0 season record.
The Knights shouldn't feel
bad. No team in two years has
had any better luck One team
got only four field goals in an
entire game, and another got
only two baskets in 20 minutes.
After watching Lucas' 1968
NAIA championship team hold
Fairmont State scoreless for 12
minutes, a veteran basketball
writer for the Kansas City Star
remarked. "I don't see how the
does it. He gets two men on the
ball and never leaves a man
o n "
Lucas ' fame with his 1-3-1
zone has lured coaches to his
practice sessions from as far
away as Nebraska. Last year
Lucas tried to stop the phone
call that often interrupted his
practice sessions by lecturing
on his pet defense at cage cut-
lea.
Now the Marauders face two
weeks of intensive drills before
meeting Westminster (Allege
Doe. 29 hi the opening round
of the Cleveland Invitational
Tournament.
TUSKEGEE INSTITT
Ala. - The football Golden "I
gers of Tuskegee Institute have ••••••.eetatas•aaaaaa,
been officially named the chain- —•
pion of the Southern Intercola
legiate Athletic Conference for
the third consecutive year.
Tuskegee Coach L eR o y
Smith's Golden Tigers edged
Fort Valley State by a little
more than one percentage point
to win the championship. Tusks-
gee Institute Golden Tigers
were named to the SIAC A11-
Conference team. Tuskegee
placed five players on the An-
Conference offensive unit and
six on the defensive unit.
Depite the freshman studded
defensive lineup, the Golden
, Tigers earned the number one
spot In passing defense. Tuske-
gee defenders intercepted 10
opponent passes and allowed
them 101.7 yards a game in the
air.
The atm ten scorers in the
conference were led by Tuske-
gee's Jeff Williams. A junior
from Aberdeen, Miss.. Williams
led the conference in scorma
with II touchdowns.
All-America sensation Fritz It was not until 1947, a re-
Pollard was along, at Pasa.a moval of four decades, before
dena, on Jan. 1. 1916, when'Buddy Young, Paul Patterson
Washington State defeated'and Bert Piggott carried the
Brown University, 14-0. It waskiall that made the University
;not until the - ensuing 1916 sea-of Illinois ''Illini' winners over
however. that Pollard join-'UCLA, by 45-18, in the Rose
ed the immortals. Bowl renewal of that year.
SUN BoWL - Planning to Marclethreugb-Georgia. before
last Saturday's renewal of the Sun R.iwi, were Nebraska
Coach Rob Dewaney (I.) and his ronghnnd-ready fellbsek,
Mike Green, The Corehaskers are long on defense - held
Oklamhoa's famed Steve Owens to less than 10 vidrds.
Since 1947 however, tan rush-
ers have dominated the scene,
in many Bowls. While the
Sugar Bowl, as usual, will re-
veal the presence qf no out-
standing young star of color,
Penn State's Charlie Pittman
and Missouri's Joe Moore will
he exploding, respectively, at
the Orange Bowl.
At least three non-white
rushers will make themselves
known in the Rose Bowl. Even
more important, the Southern,
California Trojans will be led'
by p i gmented quarterback
Jimmy Jones.
While integrated Notre Dame
is expected to reveal the fault-
ings in the No, 1 claims, for
the Texas Longhorns, the
chief black sta.- image of the
Ramblers is measured by cor-
ner back Jack Tatum. He and'
Mike McCoy will be matched,
as defensive 1969 All-Ameri-
cans, by offensive All-Ameri-
can McKay (white) of Texas.
Al Cowlings, 255-pound tan
dazzler of a Southern Califor-
nia, Ail-American end, aided
by Bubba Sm,!th's little
•;-41277 brother, are ekpected
to make the going tough, at
Pasadena. far the University
,
of Michigan Wolverines.
ORANGE
Missend,
letic personnel, souvenir pro-
grams.
The hotels were gracious host
of the team, alumiff: and stu-
dents. The restauraaatA welcom-
ed the guests from Durham.
For just over three hours, the
University of Delay:11'e was a
foe. But after the game, Dela-
ware players and Lithos students
mingled with the,.i,aagles and
their supporiers. --
"I don't want to litave." one
faculty wife signecraa Sundsly
as she headed back to Durham
Her sentiment was echoed by
many of those who went with
the Eagles to Atlantic City.
Tenn State
Five Ready
For Quincy
NASHVILLE - Poised for a
return trip to the eight-team
Quincy College holiday basket-
ball tournament, Dec. 26, 27,
28, cocah Ed Martinis Tennes-
see State University basket-
ball team lost one, 62-76 to
Grambling and won one 79-78
over Southern University o ii
their first road tria, pf the sea-
son.
The Martin Makicians, now
4-1 on the year.. IsiD take a
one-game win-string to Quincy,
for their opening tourney round
against Hanover C011ege quint.
Down 34-37 at Iplftiine at
Grambling, Main's point-pro-
ducer Lloyd Neal (18) and Ron
Dorsey ( 15) keptf-the Bi g
Blue in the thick. of things in
the opening stanza --that was
knotted seven times. and the
lead changed hands eight times.
Grambling's Andy Dean put
the Bayou Country. Lads ahead
26-25 with 4:48 left Tit the peri-
od. Coach Fred Holatly's Boys
annexed their third win against
one loss on the „double-digit
shooting of Emannel Cannon
(20), Fred Holton (17) a n d
Dean and Cal Johnson with 12
each.
- Joe Moore (45) of the University of
seen completing a 19-yard gale againsa lama,
some weeks AM), will he a key man at Miami. tHe 'bight of
New Year's Day, when the Penn State Lines bar .ttee way.
His opposite, for Penn State, will be Halfback Charlie
Pittman.
BOWL
C
9
6
9
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Sports Horizon
LIBERTY BOWL SPECTACLE
The 11th .Liberty Bowl game
was by Iv - the most exciting
grid battle held in Memorial
Stadium this season. It was
gilt wrapped
. FREE
the most successful of tile
five classics held here. In ad-
dition to the many offensive,
records set in Colorado's 47-33!
mauling of Alabama last Satur-;
do endow/IN • aides aye •
southlaad stall
C S S—
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
washable Orlon
;1 gift sweater
" 14.00
sizes 42 to 54
a bit of beauty that
makes a welcome gift...
washable Orlon acrylic in
a novelty knit . . . self
embroiderea daisies
and double patch
pockets are impor-
tant accents ...
.choose white,
"bblack, blond*
or red.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75e
postage plus 4 "2% tax J.._ r
Tennessee delivery.
Asp illeguismi
Thareday 'tit 9 p.a.
shop Satilaad 1411
sightly 1il 9 pan.
imaday 1 paw a 6 pa.
jSTOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 327-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2063
_ WNITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 395-0064
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
243 Vanes AY&
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
Rea** Tawas*
onsta Cower" Maim Whet Yew Ask la And
Croatia Whet Toe Think Or
The MORE you BRING.
Plain SKIRTS
and P ANTE
63
CLEANED and PRESSED
Th. MORE you SAVE(
SHIRTS
on hangers
24..
Foldod— 28c ea.
Beautifully Inundated
IVO attiPON 1E4/1111111D
day afternoon, it was the firstItall trophy given the game's
1time that any of the participat- Most Valuable Player. Tough
ing teams had black players. Bill Brundige was awarded the
The Negro attendance was spot- most o u tstanding linesman
ty but interest is expected to trophy. He and teammate Bill
pick up with more overall Collins combined to throw the
black involvement in Liberty Alabama passer for three
Bowl activities, straight losses in the waning
moments of the game. Danny
Gilbert and Alvin Samples re-
ceived most outstanding defen-
sive hack and offensive lines-
man honors. Samples and Gil-
bert were standouts for Bama
but Samples didn't play on of-
fense.
OTHER EVENTS
The weatherman let the sun
shine in and a record crowd of
50,042 responded by turning out
in the ideal 55 degree temper-
ature. In the past blankets
were a must but the afternoon
was so pleasant this time that
the Bama cheerleaders strip-
ped to their sleevless dresses.
By halftime 30.000 hotdogs
had been eaten and by The Liberty Bowl track meetthe
was again a success but the
basketball tourney may have
had its first and last run. Ten-
nessee won the track meet
over Vi II anova, Memphis
State and Arkansas. Audrey
Hardy a product of Booker T.
time the game was over, bet-
ter than three hours in dura-
tion, the concession stands had
sold all their wares.
Hard-running Bob Anderson
showed why he was picked to
the Aii-American team. Ander-lWashington, is the captain of
son plowed over and around
the Alabama defense for 254
yards in 35 carries to run his
career yards gained past the
5,000 mark. Anderson ran for
three touchdowns, two in the
final quarter, to lead the Buf-
the UT track team. Hardy won
the 600 yard dash and ran a
leg on the winning mile relay
team. MSU's Gerald Tinker
won the 50 yard dash with Coli-
seum crowd loudly cheering his
5.1 time which tied a worldfaloes to victory after Paul 
record set in 1943.
"Bear" Bryant's Tidemen had Tulsa, led by its big 6-10
taken a 33-31 margin into the center Dana Lewis, defeatedfourth quarter.
— Memphis State 82-72 for the
Like the lady holding the sign
which read "Ralphie wants
Bear meat." Ralphie is the 700
pound Colorado Mascot, one of
the buffaloes that survived. She
was led on to the field by six
student handlers.
"BEAR" SPEAKS OUT
Things became so intense for
Alabama that Coach Bryant
had to get into the act, Late
in the game the Tide was, MAGICIANS ROLL ON
struggling to regain the lead,Le-Moyne-Owen, off to its
when the officials ruled Ala-
bama had fumbled, but Bryant
charged out on the field and
got the call reversed at the ex-
pense of a 15-yard penalty. The
Bear started out moments
later when no flag was drop-
ped after the Colorado punter Coach Jerry Johnson will spend
couldn't get off the kick and
passed incomplete. Apparently
the lengendary Bryant, who
has a personal bodygaurd on
the sidelines with him, saw
that several Colorado linemens
were downfield on the play.
He didn't get far enough to
register his protest since it
became Alabama's ball.
Anderson was awarded the
Liberty Bowl cage champion-
ship. Mississippi State beat
Arkansas for third place. The
tourney averaged less than
4,000 during its two night run
last week in the Coliseum. The
teams were guaranteed $5,000
each. Liberty Bowl officials
may drop the tourney next
year because of the lack of
interest.
best cage season in years,
knocked off Miles College 81-73
last Saturday night in Bruce
Hall to record its fourth win
of the season without a defeat.
The Magicians raced to a 43-31
margin and coasted to victory.
most of his attention getting his
charges ready to launch their
first campaign in the Volun-
teer State Athletic Conference.
L- hosts UT at Martin to-
night (Saturday) in Bruce Hall.
Union, which _upset Memphis
State, Bethel and UT rate as
the teams to beat in the VSAC.
Jerry Dover and Charles
Edge have given the Mad
TN HST PLACES TO GB
MORE CAR FIR TOUR MONEY!
AlmmelleeM11111111011111111111111. 
"I HAD A DREAM"
MARTIN LUTHER KING
(1929-1768)-
.4 Keep Ms memory alive with ea.
' true to life cast statuette Itt
bronze•1ike finish. Ideal for inft.
:hoard, desk or mantle. Excellent
for holiday gift giving. 3an high
$2.50
send check nr money order,
Sorry, no c.o.O.'s
GREAT AMERICAN
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 107 Tremont station.
New York, New York 10457
3471 Poplar at Highland
1472 Florida at Parinvay
4861 Navy Rd., Millington
549 South Parkway Eats
661 Chelsea
4280 Macon Rood
452 E. Shelby Drive
2219 Florida
" It's Lucky For Me"
Where Yoe Always Receive
QUALITY STAMPS
1478 National
3152 Johnson
4701 Highway 51 South
2481 Dwight Road
2121 Young Avenue
4571 Quince
5205 Highway 61 S.
1 693 Lauderdale
GUIDEPOST
By CARLO1TA S. WATSON
Counselor
Musing: Prosperity makes
friends, adversity tries
them. Selected.
Dear Carlotta
I married before I was 16.
He won't hold a job more than
a month at a time. Also we
have three children, we have
to move at least four times a
year. But my parents still hold
an open door for me, but I
hate tp say I could not make
it. Yet I am almost nuts. I
am unable to pay my parents
for baby sitting. What should
I do?
Disgusted
Dear Disgusted:
We all make mistakes. Also
when we realize we have made
them . . then we are ready to
begin making adjustments. The
best thing to do at this time,
may be to accept your parents'
offer. Not just using the home
as a place to "dump" your
children, you may work and
complete your education, get a
decent job, thereby supporting
your own family with fewer
difficulties.
Also if you are independent,
more or less, it will strengthen
your opportunity to get a de-
cent husband and father for I
your children. This would loaf
all the pay your parents woutcll
require.
Dear Carlotta:
I met a fellow last month.
He was ideal. He was just my
type. I really fell in love with
him at first sight. Do you think
should push 'him for mar-
riage? He seems to like me.
ABV
Dear ABV:
, Love at n e sight is ok, there
have been those who have,been
successful, but they looked a
bit further than physical fea-
tures which "turned them on."
Remember a hungry stomach
can turn you "off" in the sec-
ond place. Now that you have
settled on his looks, check the
other essential qualities, per
sonality, stick-to-it-i venes s,
which includes the ability to as-
sume his moral and economic
responsibilities.
Pro-Files  
By Bob Sudyk
(Wear ME 6R647—
EST PASSING COW-
&NES IN PRO GRID
Ii/S7DRY!
7HE AFCS DENVER
BRONCAt FRANK TRIRIC1CA
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GRABBED 92 OF THEA FOR.
THE BEST RECORD ANY—
%%MIZE • "TC71PLICWA FIRED
478 AERIALS IN1HAT 1960
SEASON
Balbast by Kw, hoar. ,6,••
Lads a big lift thus far. The
pair teamed with freshman
Robert Brown and veterans
Jackie Robinson and Ed Hos-
kins are the Purple Wave start-
ers.
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PEACE ON EARTH
The greatest step for all mankind
A Christmas Prayer from First National Bank of Memphis
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OPEN
HOURS 4 AY
TiNnA 25*
31imit 6'201. 
orton 6 Inn t
ehiNfe"n. POT PIES 229f°1&
urkey
Knife & Fork Fresh 1 oz.
Black Eyes PEAS 10*6 limit
light meat Del Monte
chunk
Sacramento
TOMATO JUICE
2 limit
3 limit
Hunts
250
 46 or.
26 oz. bottle
CATSUP 3/$i
Super Suds
Regular 59c
INTERIM 35*
Giant Size 40 oz. box
Sacramento
NWT COCKTAIL 180
3 limit 17 or.
win Pet
101.F111 6*
6 limit 15 oz.
Fred Montesi ARV
1111 ni.15*
Quarters
Sacramentat
' JUICE 254t
TOMATO 46 "
Show Boat
PORK8. BEANS 3/29*
141/2 or.
111APEriaelded,,*
Chase 'n Sanborn
Or
Maryland Club
1 lb. can
Coffee
911.6ided
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH /32 CIO DRIVE WHITEHAYEN
ET 1,014 POPLAR 1AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
U.S.O.A. CHOICE
HEAVY
BEEF
Roast
center cut boneless chuck
.79c
1.42.1 Brown Grape
JAM
350
Pork% Loin
per lb. egg*
ends and centers mixed
Fred Montesi
Sandwich Loaf
3 Unit
BREAD
190 
24 :z
-FRO MONTESI toiletry Style
PURE PORK
.SAUSAGE
2 lb. bog
890
Fresh Wog 4 lb. pkg. or more
HAMBURGER 560
DRINKS
Arrow Black Eye
Dry PEAS 1115*
11b. bag
2 cartons 10 oz. Coca Cola
!carton 10 oz. Sprite $1
•
plus deposit
Southern Belle Smoked
HAMS
Butt Portion 79 Shank Portfort 69
per ID. per lb.
Sacramento Solid PSC
TOMATOES 27*
30 or. can
Hormel
CHILI With BEANS 250
IS or.
Pioneer Sweet Milk
BISCUIT MIX 290
2 lb box
Vermont \laid
SYRUP 590
14 or.
Gee Gee
POPCORN 23*
2 lb. bag,
FRED 1V16"N"rES •
1 lb. cans Chase 'n Sanborn and Maryland Club Coffee
lb. can 15c Folgers lb. can I7c Maxwell House
lb. can l9c or 58 cents off any 10 oz.Instant or lare,er.
With coupew and 5.00 additional purchase excluding:::
eelu• of coupon merchan dis• ( fresh milk products
and tobaces •Iso excluded in complionc• with statir:•:
law). erstriias ore 4011 FNMA WINI110114eY oee ii. 149::
Arai-free/A and Turkey purchase not included
In coupon redernpt
Vr. ONE couPcou PER tAMILY PER WEEK. ..
FRESH PORK
Boston B
Steaks per.
Uttii lb. 53$
lb. 590
13) the piece
MG'S HEAD
19*
lb
Fresh skinless
JOWLS
23*
per lb.
TRIP TO HAWAII PRIZE
College Queens Contest
Terminates On Dec. 27
By HAZEL GARLAND ' the Queen will use as expense
money, will go to her from. the
Clairol Co. of New York City.
PITTSBURGH—As we Although the time is fast run-
Women's Editor
move into the final week of
competition, bite s e it in the
"Miss All-America Football of
1969" contest is at its highest
pitch. And the question as to
who will be the winner will
soon be answered.
The nation-wide c ontest t o
find a winner among the vari-
ous colleges, is being co-spon-
sored by the New Pittsburgh
Courier and the Royal Crown
Cola Co. Deadline for entering
Is Saturday, Dec. 27.
Already the idea of selecting
a "Queen" to rule over the:
New Pittsburgh Courier's an- 1
nual All-American F o ot b a 11
Banquet on Jan. 9, has generat-
ed a great deal of interest
among those colleges who have
a representative on the 45th
annual Courier All-American
Football team. Each school is
pushing for its Queen to win
the coveted title.
Besides the prestige that goes
along with the title, there are
other inducements that makes
entering the competition worth-
while.
First the lucky winner will
receive a trip to Pittsburgh, to
serve as the official hostess of
the Courier-Royal Crown
Banquet on Jan. 9 at the Hil-
ton Hotel. In addition she will
receive a Swinger Stetefi 70
Portable Record Player.
But the most exciting prize
offered and one which makes
competing r eally worthwhile,
!is the thrilling trip to Hawaii
!and the $50 per day in expense
money that goes to the winning
Queen.
The trip to Hawaii will be
made via Trans World Airlines.
. The Queen will be accompanied
by a chaperone of which more
will be said later. The 950 that
Beauty Tip
The popular saying: "Black
Its Beautiful" is very true.
But not when cold weather
dries out the skin and gives it
that gray ashen look.
Here's a tip from a beautiful
black model who discovered
that a little babying was all
her skin needed.
She enhances her natural col-
oring with a thin coat of pure
baby oil, which softens her
skin a a it protects from the
elements and the drying indoor
heat that could ruin her lovely
skin.
So to live up to the saying _
and the full meaning of being,
black and also beautiful, w1nr1  
' not follow this timely beiatell
PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
'70 IMPALA 4-DOOR
NOW
$2607
CASH
PRICE
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
361 UNION 521-4411
2989 SUMMER 323-5594
ping out, there is still enough
time to get that entry into the
mail.
It doesn't necessarily follow
that the Queen come from al
school with a representative on!
t h e Courier's All-American
Team. The only requirement
is that she wear the title of
some kind of "Queen" or
'Sweetheart.' and t hat s he
meets the requirements as list-
ed in the rules elsewhere on
this page.
Pft- t`•:
vier-
RECENT NEWLYWEDS — Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Gibbs
recently exchanged wedding vows in the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Richardson of Pitt s•
burgh. '(he bride is 'the former Patricia Lee Richardson
and she was attended by her sister, Cora Lynn Richard-
son. and Claudette Benson. The groom's men were Mar-
vin Hughes and Robert Simmons of New York. — Har•
ris Photo.
The New Courier spotlights
some of the early entries on its'
weekly Picture Psge_ Others
will appear next week.
Remember that every con-
testant becomes a wi it a e r.
Through the courtesy of Clair-
ol, each entrant will receive a
gift valued at $10, and each
will have her photograph print-
ed in this paper.
Now read the contest rules,
fill out the attached official en-
try, send with your essay and
photograph to: Mrs. Hazel Gar-
land, Women's Editor, N e w
Pittsburgh Courier, 315 E. Car-
son st., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.
011....01••••• •1•1•111%.• 
hirc.CHANICS WANTED
, OAS & DIEM
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local. truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady empi9yment in large, roomy shop,
Goort. ing Conditions. CA: GLENN DeWITT at 9 4 2-4 68 7.
CAM. CARSON LEASING CORP.
EQU LINITY latPLOYER
 
AVIOIIOIN•rommar
CIGARETTES
All Advertised brands.
Minimum order 10 cartons
postpaid.
John Corder. Box 31,
Madisonville, Ky. 42431
amlauselulasselmillosewesest
Carton
Home Rites
Unite Pair
PITTSBURGH —The home
of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Robin-
son on Mt. Vernon St., Home-
wood, was the setting for the
recent ceremony which united
in marriage th eir daughter.
Helen, to Williamn G-F ahem
Wheaton.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Po liter James Wheat-
on Sr., and the Rev-Clarence
McFadden officiata: at the
rites.
Miss Minnie Robinson was
her sister's maid of o n o r.
while the grooms brother Ge-
rald David Wheaton was best
man. Mrs. Delores Seymour,
sister of the groom, and Willie
Robinson, brother of t le bride,
were the other attendkaants.
The adorable floweergirl was
Tonya Wheaton, nie= of the
groom, and Walter— James
Wheaton, nephe of Cat groom
was ring bearel*.
Abe Saperstsia's Folgioes
HARLEM
MUM 49-34iP.11.
III-SOUTH COLISI:1111
MEADOWLARK LEMON
$4-$3.50-$3.00 —
On Sale At The Coliseum &
Goldsmith's certrai Ticaet.conia•
LOOK HAnr—
PREPARATTONS
At your local Cosmic
—Counter—
There Is a Look Halr
Preparation
For Every Hair Mood
LOOK HAlit
PREPARATIO-
DIVISION
HAYNES &
P.O. Box 1124
caroonoaic
ESCAPE FROM THE HHIH COST MINIUM
Sao lb*
1970 OLDSMOBILE -
Cutlass Supreme Holiday Coup.
THE ESCAPE MACHINE
OU WORK 
%MM.'s....
MOO
• wr,
iNalaba
WE'LL WORK wITH YOU 6;7.
PRYOR
OLDSMOIIILE CO.
HES gUIIIIER•324-73-41
GSM IMMO '
ji4006.....-..- -.  .
ilhh% adier
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NAACP-LDFFiles11.S. Suit On Construction
NEWARK — Attorneys for 'College of Medicine in Newark I
the NAACP Legal Defense This large medical complex I
Fund havaffed suits in Feder- . will be financed completely,
at Court iir•Newark on behalf by Federal funds and will be
of four agro construction located in the heart of the Ne-
workers, liDinst three con- gra ghet:o of Newark. It was ,
struction -.anions and three the issue of Negro employ-
building 'gib-actors.
The suit arise out of the re-
fusal of nie unions and the
contractort to hire experi-
ence Negroes for jobs on the
construction of the New Jersey
ment on this project that caus-
ed the devastating riots of July
1967
The suits seek the following
remedies
1. a declaratory judgement
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that the action of the defendant
officers of the State and Fed-
eral Government. violated the
rights of the plaintiffs and the
class they represent;
2. A permanent injunction,
against the awarding of any
further contracts to the con-
tractors involved until the em-
ployment practices complained
of it the complaints are se re-
vised as to entirely eliminate
the aforesaid policy and prac-
tice of racial discrimination;
3. Enjoin the unions mention-
ed in the complaint from con-
tinning or maintaining the poli-
cy practice, custom and usage
referred to in the complaint, of
discriminating against the com-
plaint, of discriminating against
the plaintiffs and the class they
represent;
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FOC Complete
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
2493 I-oRose
Eldrm Oen-actor Home '
Block to Bethel Schoo,
Clean-Neat-Nice
FHA Appraised-12.350 00
"C" Ogan Reattoc ofc 458-3373
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SOCK BLACK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
4. Enjoin the above unions
to open their membership to
and refer for employment all
qualified black journeymen
and apprentices seeking work;
LDF attorney Lowell Johnston
will handle the details of the
case and conduct the argu-
ment.
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FOR SALE BY
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VETERANS
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1468 Boxwood St. $ 9,300
4 rooms 1 bath frame -230 down,
1025 Brudley St. 9,950
4 rooms. 1 bath, frame- 230 donee
884 Decatur 8,950 •
7 rooms, 1 bath, brick-150 don't
735£. Mallory 9,750
.6 rooms, 1 bath, brick-300 don't
121 E. McKellar 9.500
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame- 230 don.'
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Limited Time Offer
WE DO-
OUR
OWN SERVICE
118 SCREEN wroirrAsiEitii
The CHALLENGER • APOOIC
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BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN
THIS WEEK'S
DISCOUNT
PRICES
TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY ..
AND STILL GET
WITH THIS COUPON OFFER
plus dep.
MEL-O-SOFT
BREAD
4 I-11o. 4-ox. loaves
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
10
Fresh Water Pok"
FALSTAFF
BEER
6 12-oz. cans
1.15
STAMPS
You Can't Do Better
Anywhere Else!
U.S CHOICE TENDER a`t
lb
CHUCK
ROAST
49'
Morrell' s
WHOLE
HAMS
12 to 20 lbs.
79'
WASHINGTON STATE RED F LORIDADELICIOUS TANGERINESAPPLES
12 for 
69.
Catfish Steaks 16.19
mg* Is Grade " Mixed Ports. Cutup
Frying Chicken 330
Overt', Sliced as Mixed Chops
Pork Loin 16 6901
Country Style
Sliced Bacon l b.690
Oft * * * * * *PEPSIS, 7-UPS or COKE'S
* 6 er Col. 3 6-btl. ctris. Si
with this coupon end $5.00 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and trash
Of frozen milk droducts.
Good thru Wad., Doc. 31,
Limit Ono.
,,‘„„.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,„„,,,,,,,,, 0 fi lisMiltlifilitTotTir
EXTRA TOP
VALVE STAMPS
wits Obis (111801141
$5,00 purchase,
oxeltiolng tobacco and trash or froz•n milk
products, and in addition to any other
purchase requirements. Good tn,u Wed .
/101 Limit Ono.
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BONUS COUPON
/OA EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
Ext.
12/27
with 14-Qt Kroger Dry Milk E.]
50 or 11-oz. Kroger Coffee Creamer
SO with 2 sticks CRACKERBARREL Kraft Cheese  El
so with any TWO CANS Kroger
Chili, Corn-Beef Hash or
Beef Stew
SO with one 9-oz. eagtHome Pride Air Freshener El
an' - THREE pkgs. Kroger0
Utp Zips oi Snack Crackers 
ssith any TWO DOZEN MSO Kroger Country Oven Donuts I
%.ith TWO I2-oz. hotties
Kroger Pancake Syrup
with 2-lbs. or more Ground
Chuck or Ground Round
with 2 pkgs Breakfast Sliced
or Center Cut Pork ;',hops
with TWO pkgs.
Center Sliced Ham
w:th any TWO
Weaver's Salads
ssith 5-11is or more
Potatoes
with TWO HEADS
LETTUCE
-with 3-Ihs. or more
ONIONS
50 "ith a $2.00 produce purchwe [E]
with 5-16s. ORANGES25 or GRAPEFRUIT
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